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REPORT on the INTERNATIONAL HORSE and CATTLE

Shows held in connexion with the Vienna International

Exhibition of 1873. - By LIEUTENANT T. H. ANSTEY,

R.E., Official Delegate to the International Jury.

THE INTERNATIONAL HORSE Show .

The ceremony of opening the International Horse Show Opening

wasperformed by His Majesty the Emperor in presence of the show .

the King of Italy on the 18th of September. The demands

of agriculture, the enormous development of modern arma

ments, the increase of wealth and consequent demand for all

that class called by the French chevaux de luxe, have made

horse breeding a matter of the greatest moment, and the

masses who frequented the Exhibition from the 18th to the

27 th September, showed clearly how keen an interest was

felt for it by all classes of society. As a show , it was

un aloubtedly a success unalloyed byany blunder, accident, or

case of illness, andtoo much credit cannot be given to his

Escellency Count Grünne, the Emperor's Master of the

Horse, for having chosen so well the numerous distinguished

subordinates who carried out the details of the magnificently

conceived design . All and sundry united in considering the

10 days during which the show lasted, to have been the best

during the whole of the International Exhibition, while the

weather was throughout magnificent, and the attendance as

brilliant as it was numerous . The stables were built on Stabling , & c .

three sides of a square , and stalls being next the walls

throughout, while in the centre was a double row of loose

boxes with sufficient space between them to serve as com

modious dwellings for the grooms, serving the purpose at the

same time of harness-rooms. Not only was the greatest care

and attention shown in the arrangements for housing the 445

horses, but the attendants were equally well cared for, and at

a refreshment house erected in rear of the stables, an excel

lent dinner was obtainable for the moderate sum of 30

kreutzers or about seven -pence sterling, while the special

entrance fee of 50 krs . formerly charged at the cattle show ,

which kept away many who would have otherwise visited it,

was abolished, and allwho paid their entrance money at the

turnstile of the Exhibition building had free access to the

horse show , and vice versa .
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REGULATIONS.

a

The special regulations were as follows :

1. The feeding of the horses must take place with

regard to the visiting hours of the public, wbich last from

11 o'clock in the morning till half- past 4 in the after

noon .

2. Forage. — Oats, barley, hay, straw, bran, of the best

quality at cost prices, is supplied by the general direction of

the Exhibition once daily from 5 to 7 o'clock .

Forage paid forby the zollpound.

Exhibitors are free to pay for forage for the whole dura

tion of the show, in advance or daily, according to what

they receive.

3. The horses are groomed from 7 to 11 o'clock in the

morning. By 11 o'clock the horses must be all ready

groomed, the stalls, stables, and passages thoroughly

cleaned and put into order, and the attendants properly

dressed.

4. Those horses that are stabled elsewhere for the night,

can be led off at 5 o'clock in the afternoon, but must be

in their place in the show again at 10 o'clock every

morning

5. Stable kit and harness must be kept in the places

designed for this purpose in the immediate vicinity of the

respective horse-stalls,and must not hang in the stalls.

6. For the daily leading-out of the horses, two hippo

dromes will be arranged. Exhibitors have to provide

saddlery, harness, and carriages, as well as coachmen and

grooms.

7. All loose boxes and stalls receive froni the general

direction adistinctly legible number, which is dealtout to

all alike. The same number stamped in tin is to be fastened

to the halter, and the horses are not to be led out without

this number. Exhibitors are at liberty to have tin or wooden

plates made at their own expense,bearing the name and

lineage of the horses, and to hang them up above them , but

theymust be of equal size, ie., 60 centimetres long by

40 high ( 23 " and 15 " Viennese measure ).

8. The exercising of the horses can only occur after the

morning feed or after 5 o'clock p.m.

9. All the horses are to be examined on their arrival and

before they are located, and afterwards daily by the veteri

nary surgeons appointed by the Exhibition.

Sick horses can after inspection be taken to the sick horse

stable. But doubtful horses are to be entirely removed .
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The treatment of sick horses can be undertaken at the

expense of the exhibitors if they so wish it. But the

exhibitor is free to do as he likes.

10. The greatest care will be taken of the horses ex

hibited, but the General Direction takes upon itself no

responsibility for possible injuries and other casualțies.

il . In the immediate neighbourhood of the horse-show

inds will be established in which suitable accommodation for

the officials and attendants will be procurable at fixed

prices.

12. Sick officials will be removed to a hospital on the

advice of the inspecting physician of the Exhibition, if the

exhibitor do not dispose of him otherwise.

Troublesome servants or such as will not conform to the

established regulations, will be removed by order of the

committee.

Sick servants will be replaced by trustworthy servants of

the Exhibition until the exhibitors have procured another

staff of attendants .

13. Smoking is forbidden in the horse-stalls, as well as in

all parts of theshow.

14. Complaints are to be made either verbally in the office

f the horse show, or to be inserted in the complaint book

there.

The member of committee actually present decides on

the lesser complaints ; the greater are settled by the whole

committee for the horse show in conjunction with the

Director -General of the Exhibition .

The jury for judging the horses was constituted on the

17th under the presidency of Count Grünne.

0

INTERNATIONAL JURY.

President.

Seine Excellenz Herr Graf Carl Gründe, G.d . C., k. k.

Oberstallmeister Sr. Majestät des Kaisers.

Members.

FOR FRANCE.

M. de Laire, Inspecteur des Haras, faisant fonctions

d'Inspecteur General.

M. l'Hotte, Colonel, Commandant du 12. Regiment de

Dragons.

M. de la Motte, Inspecteur Général des Haras.

M. de Laveaucoupet, Général de Division, Membre du

Conseil Supérieur des Haras.
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M. le Marquis de Mornay, Député a l'Assemblée Nationale,

Membre du Conseil Supérieur des Haras, Président de la

Société Hippique Française.

For ITALY.

Cav. Nobili Carlo, Luogotenente Collonello die Caval

leria .

FOR THE GERMAN EMPIRE.

Herr Herz, königl. Commerzienrath , Berlin .

Herr Lüderitz, Generalmajor und Oberland -Stallmeister,

Berlin .

Herr Rueff, Dr. A., Director des Thierarznei -Institutes in

Stuttgart.

Herr Wäcker -Gotter v . , kaiserl, deutscher General-Consul

in Pest.

FOR AUSTRIA.

Herr Arinbrecht, Dr. August, Professor am k . k. Militär

Thierarznei -Institut, Wien.

Herr Attems, Graf Anton , Präses der Landes-Pferde

zucht-Commission für Niederösterreich, Wien.

Herr Bäuerle, Adolph, Gutsbesitzer, Wien.

Herr Bieschin, Ritter y . Anton, Generalmajor a . D., Nim

burg , Böhmen.

Herr Breunner, Graf August, Wien.

Herr Capri, Baron Michael, Scherbouc bei Stadikfalva,

Bukowina.

Herr Dzieduszycki, Graf Julius, Lemberg.

Herr Dzwonkowski, Eduard Ritter v., Tarnow , Galizien.

Herr Ecker, Baron Edgar, Mitglied der Landes-Pferde

zucht-Commission in Graz .

Herr Kinsky, Graf Octavian, Excellenz, Wien.

Herr Kompast,Eduard, erster Hofthierarzt, Wien.

Herr Larisch -Mönnich, Graf Johann, Excellenz, Wien .

Herr Mengen, v . Ferdinand, Generalmajor und milit.

Inspector für diek. k . Staats-Hengsten-dépôts, Wien.

Herr Müller, Dr. Franz, Professor am k . k . Thierarznei

Institut, Wien.

Herr Nádosy, v. Nádas Alexander, Generalmajor, Wien .

Herr Oeynhausen, Baron Christian, k . k . Oberst, Wien.

Herr Petrino, Baron Otto, Czernowitz, Bukowina.

Herr Pillwax, Dr. Johann, Professor am Thierarznei

Institute , Wien.

Herr Rohan, Prinz Louis, Lissa, Böhmen .
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Herr Reuss, Prinz Heinrich IV., Ladendorf, Nieder

österreich , Wien.

Herr Röll, Dr. Moritz Friedrich, k. k. Regierungsrath,

Studiendirector des k . k. Militär- Thierarznei- Institutes,

Wien.

Herr Schwarzl, Ernst, Major und Hengsten -Dépôt-Com

mandant, Graz, Steiermark.

Herr Sieminsky, Graf Wilhelm , Präses der Landes-Pfer

dezucht- Commission für Galizien, Kopeczynce, Galizien,

Wien .

Herr Sternberg, Graf Jaroslav, Excellenz, Bad Warten

burg, Böhmen .

Herr Stockau, Graf Georg , Präses der Landes-Pferde

zucht-Commission in Mähren,Wien .

Herr Thun, Graf Ernst, Präses der Landes- Pferdezucht

Commission in Salzburg, Lambach, Oberösterreich.

Herr Wachtler, Geiza Ritter v., Präses der Landes- Pfer

dezucht -Commission für Steiermark, Wien .

Herr Wolansky, von Erasmus, Czernochonce, Galizien .

Herr Zichy, Graf Heinrich, Ezcellenz, Wien.

Herr Almássy , Graf Georg.

Herr Fesztetich, Graf Paul.

Herr v. Jankovich, Joseph.

Herr v. Keglevich, Graf Adalbert.

Herr Simmonyi, Buron Ludwig.

Herr v . Tisza , Ladislaus.

Herr Tormay, Adalbert.

Herr Wennkheim , Baron Adalbert, Excellenz.

Herr Zichy, Graf Victor.

FOR RUSSIA.

Herr Campiony.

Herr Dochtouroff, General, Attaché Sr. Kaiserl. Hoheit

des grossfürsten Nicolaus von Russland.

Herr Middendorf, wirklicher Staatsrath, Akademiker,

Excellenz, Petersburg.

1 .

202,

It was decided to have two principal categories, viz .,

breeding horses and working horses with the following

sub -divisions :-a. thorough -breds of both English and Arab

race ; b. Norrisch horses and others of heavy draught ; c.

heavy and light farm horses ; d. heavy and light stud

horses ; e. large carriage horses ; f. light ditto ; g . trotters ;

h . hunters ; i. hacks ; K. and ponies.

In order to facilitate their task they divided into four

sections. The 1st section took half-breds ; the 2nd, the
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England.

France.

Italy .

Norrisch andotherheavy draught, the heavy and light stud

horses and farm horses; the 3rd , heavy carriage horses,

light ditto, trotters, and ponies ; the 4th, thorough -breds,

hunters, and hacks.

England was unrepresented directly, though Messrs.

Cavaliero and Hetherington exhibited two Norfolks, one a

half -bred stallion, which was sold to the government as a stud

stallion, and the other a half-bred mare described as a weight

carrier. Both had lately arrived from England.

France sent 31 stallions and four mares, all the property

of M. De la Ville. They were all of them carriage horses,

and were described as standing from 1 : 60 to 1.62 ( about

16 hands) of a metre high, and though down in the cata

logue as Normans yet had a good deal of English blood in

them. They found general favour though some of them

were of very inferior stamp. It is much to be regretted

that neither thorough-breds nor the useful Percheron breed

were represented.

Italy sent six stallions, three of them half-breds and

adapted to breeding carriage horses, two were half -bred

Aarbs of no particular merit, and one apparently an Arab.

The heavier horses came from the provinces of Salerno,

Ferrarese , and Ferrara , the lighter ones from Rome, Udine,

andReggio.

Following the catalogue, we come to Germany repre

sented by over 30 animals and eight exhibitors.
The

Ministry of Agriculture in Berlin sent 12from the govern

ment studs of Trakehnen , Friedrich Wilhelm , and the

thorough -bred stud Graditz. Of the 6 Trakehnen there were

three stallions and three mares, well shaped animals, with

good action perhaps a little leggy, but worthy representatives

of that famous stud . * The first on the list is Vorwärts,

black stallion , 14 years old , by the through -bred horse Sahama

out of half -bred mare Vecordia (by Black Hambleton ). It

may be interesting to some, as showing the method of breed

ing adopted , to trace the descent of the remainder.

Flügel, brown horse, four years old, by half-bred Vor

wärts out of half -bred Flasche, by half-bred horse Thunder

clapby thorough-bred Mickle - Fell.

Pless, black horse, three years old, by Vorwärts out of

Petze, by half-bred Inspector, by half-bred Ganges, by

thorough -bred Burgsdorf.

Caserne, chestnutmare, five years, by thorough-bred Rustic

out of Cascatella, by half-bred Thunderclap , by thorough

bred Mickle- Fell.

Germany.

* See description of Trakehnen
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Vestalin, black mare, four years, by half -bred Inspector,

by half -bred Ganges, by thorough-bred Burgsdorf out of

Viola by half-bred Promoter, by half-bred Eurydamus, by

half -bred Prætor, by thorough -bred Blackamoor .

Emma, black mare, three years, by half -bred Venerato by

half-bred Dorimund, by half-bred Eurydamus, by half -bred

Prætor, by thorough -bred Blackamoor, out of Emmerling,

by half-bred Promoter (as above ) and Dorimund was out

of Vecordia , who was by thorough-bred Black Hambleton .

Therefore, Emma on the side of the sire is fifth in descent

from the thorough -bred stock.

The two best looking were Caserne, with thorough-bred sire,

and Vestalin , who is third in descent on the side of the sire,

and fourth on the side of the dam from the thorough -breds.

From the Friederich Wilhelm stud three animals were sent.

Lucca, black mare, six years, by Torso (by balf -bred

Nobleman, by half-bred Ganges, by thorough-bred Burgsdorf),

out of half-bred Leda.

Birdbolt, grey horse, four years, by half-bred Young

Harlequin (by thorough-bred Harlequin ) out of Billy by

half-bred Saturn by half -bred Vorwärts, by thorough-bred

Sahama).

Vionville, brood mare, three years , by Thanatos (by half

bred Reprobate by half-bred King of the Valley ), out of

Anisette by Torso (as above) .

It would seem high time to freshen the blood with

thorough-bred. Theywere good looking animals, and though

themselves of Trakehnen descent, were a shade shorter in

the leg than the representatives of that stud . ( See Friede

rich Wilhelm Stud. )

The Royal stud Graditz sent Odoardo black horse, four

years, by the Wizard , out of half - bred Ohra.

Mazarin, chestnut horse, five years, by the Wizard out of

half -bred Marengo. Soll und Haben, bay mare, by Rustic

out of Snowdrop.

The two first half-breds are fine powerful animals, with

excellent action, and the thorough-bred mare Soll und Haben

is the picture of a racer, and is the best mare in Germany as

far as her performances are concerned .

Mr. H. von Nitzschwitz of Königsfeld, near Rochlitz in

Saxony, exhibited two very handsome Arab stallions, an

eight, and a two-year old . The eight-year old was put up

to auction and bought in at 1,000 forins ( 1001.) . M. A. v.

Reuss's dark chestnut gelding, said to be forty years old,

excited some attention on that score only . Of the five

horses shown by the brothers Schmidt of Hannover and Olden

burg, two were bought by the Austrian government for stud
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Austria ,

purposes. They were all of them good, strong, useful

animals, bred inNorth Germany.

The next animals .worthy ofpassing remark were the

Arabs from the royal stud of Weil in Würtemberg. There

were three stallions and two mares of unmixed race, and one

specimen of a cross between an Anglo -Arab horse and pure

Árab mare. The Arabs were good specimens of their breed,

none of them up to 15 hands ; and the cross, a bay handsome

animal, was no bigger than his companions.

In the Austrian section the first Exhibitor is the Imperial

Royal Ministry of Agriculture, Vienna, with 10 animals. Of

these, eight were bred in the government stud of Radautz,*

and two at that of Piber.

The stud of Piber, which I did not visit, is not far

from Gratz in Styria. It was founded in the year 1798.

Up till four years ago various breeds were represented, but

now the Norman and Norfolk alone are cultivated.

Of those bred at Radautz we have

Justice to Kisbér, bay, Anglo-Arab half -bred horse by

thorough-bred Justice to Kisbér out of a Samhan half- bred

mare of Radautz breed .

Wild Vine, bay, Anglo -Arab half-bred horse ,by thorough

bred of the samenameout of an Elbedavy half-bred mare.

Elbedavy XXII. 11 , bay, half -bred Arab, by Elbedavy

XXII., out of a Dahaby II. mare of Arab breed .

Goldfinder I., light chestnut Anglo -Arab half -bred horse,

by half-bred Goldfinder I. ( Radautz breed) out of a Trou

badour mare.

Manfred, black mare, English half -bred, by thorough -bred

Manfred out of a half-bred Blumfield mare.

Seal, brown mare, half -bred , by the thorough - bred Seal out

of a Blumfield mare.

Majestosa Erga,grey mare, by a Lippizza Majestoso Erga

out of a Samhan XII. mare.

Tadmor, grey mare of Arab extraction by half -bred Arab

Tadmor, out of a Samhan XII. mare.

From Piber were

Majestoso XXXVIII., grey horse, pure Lipizza breed ;

and Siglavy Alea, grey horse, pure Lipizza breed.

All these were admirable animals , especially Wild Vine,

Elbedavy, Goldfinder, Siglavi Alea, Majestoso Erga,and

Tadmor. They were all remarkable for their sound, excellent,

legs, and generally beautiful proportions. Radautz is to the

Austrian what Mezohegyes is to the Hungarian officers. All

are ambitious to be mounted on horsesbred at one or the

other of these studs.

* See description of Radautz .
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1

Of the seven animals next on the list, two are of Arab

origin , and the remainder English breeds. Then follows a

collective exhibition of the Carinthian Agricultural Society,

Klagenfurt. There are but four participators, and they all

show indifferent specimens of the excellent Norrisch country

breed of draught horses.

The Viennese Agricultural Society show 20, and without

being in any way remarkable there is some good stuff in

some of them . Among them the names of the well known

sires ( see account of studs), Buccaneer, Northstar, Furioso,

Revolver, Nonnius, Wilsford, &c. And the dams Gidran,

Furiosa , Elbedavy.

The Collective Exhibition of the Society for Improving,

& c. the breed of Horses in Gratz, consisted of 28 horses,

and of these there were cart-horses of pure Norrisch breed,

the so -called Feistritz - Raabthaler, Luttenberger, and Nor

risch -oriental,

The Norrisch race was bred originally in Styria, and the

Salzkammer Gut, though different valleys have given them

their own names , as for instance the Pinzgauers ,which are

nothingmore than horses of Norrisch breed. They are long

in the body, and consequently rather hollow backed, with

quarters hardly corresponding in size to the rest of the body,

very round ribbed , and having plenty of bone, large crests,

high withers, and long, comparatively lean, heads. It was

the generally expressed opinion that as far as concerned the

heavy draught horses, Austria need not go abroad to get

thoroughly well suited. The Feistritz -Raabthaler and

Luttenberger are not so heavy, and show traces of admixture

of Englishblood. If the breeding be conducted with care

it is thought that good carriage horses mightbe produced.

A bay Luttenberger mare looked much more like a Nonnius

than anything else.

The Norrisch -oriental were throughout bad, and it was

generally hard to say what they were fit for. The Arab

blood it is well known does not do in Styria.

The commission for lands in Salzburg sent eight good

specimens of Norrisch horses. Next on the catalogue comes

the most interesting exhibition of Arab blood in the whole

show. One can hardly believe it possible - 24 pure Arab brood

mares ! They are sent to the show by Count Julius Dzie

duszycki, of Lemberg, in Galicia , and, as a foot note informs

us in the catalogue, are descended from four Arab mares,

Sahra, Mlecha, Gazella, and Slepka, brought from the desert

in the year 1845. At the same time the stallions, Azet, Bag

dady, and Koheila were brought. Besides these stallions

many others have since been added . On their being trotted

1
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out one was struck with their wonderfully elastic action ;

they rather seemed to skip along than to trot. They were

universally acknowledged to be of the highest class, though

they would find greater appreciation in Arabia than in

Europe. Indeed it is sad to think that almost the only use

to which Arab blood is put in Austro -Hungary is in the

production of light carriage horses. Crossed with the

country horses of some parts of Eastern Hungary they turn

out wonderfully active , enduring, and fast carriage horses,

and crossed with the Lippizza breed they furnish those hand

some and excellent greys to be seen in the imperial stables

standing in teams of six, the one as like the other as two

peas. The price demanded was 2,000 forins each for a lot

of six, 3,000 each for two, and one alone 4,000 florins.

Austrian critics, however, though never hazarding a doubt

as to the purity of the breed, maintained that there was

samething faulty in the manner of rearing them at their

present abode. Experience has taught elsewhere that with

proper food the progeny increase in size, while the lot were

in almost every instance very weedy in appearance, and it

was said by more than one that the foals did not get proper

nourishment.

Count Nicholas Esterhazy followed with two English

thorough -breds, six and three years old .

Next came eight English , shown by Prince Emil Fürs

tenburg, bred byhimself, four of them , mares by Conqueror ;

and the thorough -bred brown horse Cadet, winner of the

Austrian Derby of 1870, &c . , by Buccaneer, out of Dahlia,

by Orlando, bred at Kisbér. John Hetherington and Francis

Cavaliero showed a bay Norfolk travelling stallion, which

was bought by the Austrian Government, and a roan half

bred mare of Norfolk race . They both weremuch admired.

Edward von Jastrzebski, of Dembno, Post Brzesko,

Galicia, shows five Arab stallions, the first, Tahir, put up at

4,080 forins, the remainder for sale, no price mentioned.

The stud was formed in 1851-2, and riding horses are

principally bred on the farm of Wola Dembinska on the

estatewhose name it bears.

The imperial stud of Kladrub sent 15 animals, of which

one was an English thorough -bred mare, two were English

half-breds, two black horses crossed from the thorough- bred

Northstar and the Kladruber mares, Abassa Iſl. and

Sacramosa ; four mules , three mares and a gelding, and

the remaining were of the ancient Spanish race, bred at

Kladrub (see Description of the stud Kladrub). The English

mares are by Lismore, and are brood mares ; the Northstar

crosses were leggy animals, with, however, better heads than
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those of the race to which their dams belong. Of the

mules, two were brown in colour, by the brown ass Rinaldo,

out of black Kladrub mares, and two were white, by the

white ass Oberon, out of white Kladrub mares.

Of the Kladrub mares, two were white and two black ,

and the stallions were both white.

The Kladrub family are distinguishable by the names

which are used from one generation to another, like the

Lippizza breed in that respect . Alba, Ambra, Avara, Rigora,

Sacramosa, Silvestra , Abassa, &c. names for mares ; and

Generalissimus Affabila , General Forata, Generalissimus

Forbice, Sacramoso, &c . for the horses.

The next striking lot were six travelling stallions of Nor

risch breed from the Government depôt * in Upper Austria .

Through the efforts made by Government, this breed, which

was nearly extinct 20 years ago, is now in a most flourishing

condition.t Count John Larisch -Mönnich, of Freystadt,, in

Silesia , showed six half-bred English horses, one of which

was one of the finest animals in the show. He was four

years old, by the thorough -bred Richmond, out of a well bred

Dare (Welcome). He stood 16 hands, and took his fences

very nicely. He was evidently up to great weight, and was

a very handsome animal with the one exception that his

head was not quite all that could be desired . All these

horses were bred at Freystadt. Of Prince John Liechten

stein's four English horses , two of them , Amazonia, a

chestnut stallion, four years old, by Aprentes, out of

Amazonia, and Manfred, chestnut, seven years old, by

Daniel O'Rourke, out of Ambassadress, were the most re

markable . The 10 horses sent from the imperial stud,

Lippizza, showed the excellent qualities of the breed of the

Of the stallions four were pure Lippizzas, a

Pluto, two Majestosos, and a Conversano ; two were crossed

with Arab blood, and there was one pure Arab, Ben Azet ;

the mares were three pure Lippizzas. They all had ex

cellent action , and were well-shaped in all respects . ( See

Description of Imp. Stud, Lippizza. )

The new Vienna Omnibus Company showed a collection

of ten animals of various breeds of the farm -horse class,

Russians, Danes, and Hungarians, as specimens of the pur

chases they have made in different countries. Three curi

Ously dappled horses shown by George Neumayr were bought

to
go to Italy. They were of the Pinzgau breed, and are

same name.

Stadl.

| One of them, a splendid piebald, wasmuch admired by the King of Italy

and was presented to Ilis Majesty by the Emperor of Austria .

32996.-4.
S
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adapted for harness. Of the lot shown by Baron v .

Romaszkan of Horodenka, Galicia, four mares were by Young

John Bull (half-bred by John Bull) out of Galicia mares

improved with oriental blood . There was nothing of especial

merit to note about them ; two very nice ponies shown by

the same attracted considerable attention , though one was

evidently unsound. They were of the Huzul breed, bred in

the mountains .

The well-known horse dealers James and John Schawel

of Vienna, showed a very good lot. Those exhibited by

the former were 14 English and Irish, chiefly hunters,

two of them roans of Norfolk breed, magnificent animals, and

a pony. Nearly all the hunters were described as being

Irish, the sires being “ Plum Pudding,” “ Warlike," “ M.D.,"

6.Cheerful horn ," " Knave of Hearts," “ Confessor," &c . Many

of these animals will be completely thrown away in Austria.

John Schawel's exhibit consisted of four hacks, two of them

English, one Mecklenburger, and one bred in East Prussia;

and a pair of very handsome sorrel Norfolk mares with black

points. They were bought by the King of Italy, and excited

great admiration. They were a lighter description of horse

than any of the other so called Norfolks.

A very good lot of animals were those shown by 0. M.

Robert van Son , consisting of hunters, andtwo pretty ponies,

13 hands, a bay and a chestnut. CountJaroslaw - Sternborg

of Zasmuk, in Bohemia, exhibited three English hunters and

a pretty two-year old Anglo -Arab mare. Count Ernest v .

Thun of Söllheim in Salzburg , sent two two -year old cart

horses of Norrisch breed, and two yearlings by the Clydes

dale horse Hamilton out of an English and Pinzgau mare

respectively. Count Oswal Thun-Hohenstein's lot of seven ,

consisting of a half- bred English mare by Chief Baron

Nicholson, and six others by an American thorough -bred

called Starke were handsome useful animals ; of the three

shown by Count Leopold Thun, “ Beau Louis," a thorough

bred chestnut gelding, four-year old by Starke outof

Indiana was a picture for a park hack .

si In the Hungarian sectionCount Julius Andrassy was the

first exhibitor with four thorough -breds, the first three were

horses, three, two, and one year old respectively, all by Jester

out of Viola,and thelast a two-year old mare by Jester out

of Fatima. The stud is at Tök - Terebes and consists of 155

horses of which 39 are brood mares, five stallions. Riding

horses and carriage horses are chiefly bred. Count Alfred

Andrassy came next with one whitehorse of Czyndery breed

from his stud of Szigetvár. The Czyndery breed , which is

chiefly to bemet with in the province of Somogy, was intro

Hungary.
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duced from Tartary about 150 years ago, and has been kept

up ever since. The animals of this breed were in former

times blacks and chestnuts, but have gradually lightened in

colour with time, and they are now quite white . The breed

is remarkable for speed, endurance, and docility. The stud

consists of 30 brood mares and from 16 to 20 animals are

sold yearly. The horse exhibited was about 15 hands, very

good looking. The next exhibitor showed two stallions of

Arab origin . The Ministry for Agriculture exhibited, from

the Government studs , a total of 37 horses. All of them

were chosen as types of the families bred in the different

studs, and which are destined to improve the existing breeds

in the country.

? The Hungarian kingdom occupies a territory of 5,600

geographical square miles, and with a population of

15,417,327 souls , there are 2,158,464 horses, or 140 horses

to every 1,000 inhabitants. The intention of Government

is to endeavour, by supplying certain classes of stallions,

to travel in those parts of the country where a corresponding

class of horse though of inferior quality is reared, to establish

at last fixed breeds from which sufficiently good stallions,

may be obtained to keep up the breed without its deteriora

ting.

Up to the year 1868 the studs were under the War

Ministry, but they have since been put under the Ministry

of Agriculture, civilians being told off to the farms but the

army furnishing the staff for the studs and depôts of stud stal

lions. These latter are :

I. The depôt at Stuhl-Weissenburg consisting of 570 Depots of

travelling stallions. Of these on the occasion of my visit to stallions

the depôt, I saw 280, the remainder being at various out
Stuhl-Weis

stations Hochstrass, Bajna, and Ozora. From the stud

Mezöhegyes there were a great many of the Nonnius breed

( see Mezöhegyes), some Schagyas and Furiosos and a good

many Gidrans ; also a good many half-breds from the

stud of Kisbér * and some few thorough -breds. I was told

that the average number ofmares served last year ( 1872) was

37 per horse, atprices ranging from one to five forins, and

the thorough -breds up to 10 forins. There were also a good

many of Arab origin from Bábolna † and some were of the

older Radautz breeds, Elbedavy and Siglavi. There were

also some Lippizzaners. They were as a rule not quite

as good specimens as were to be seen at the studs them

selves, and the thorough -breds were poor examples . The

senburg .

* See account of stud of Kisbér.

† See account of stud of Bábolna.

S
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Nagyo
köröser.

Szepsis
Szent

györgi.

Warasdi.

best of the lot was a Lippizza horse ; an excellent animal

with splendid action . The depôt of Stuhl-Weissenburg extends

its sphere of utility from the western border of the kingdom

to the east bank of the Danube and its tributary the Eipel

(Ipoly ). It embraces 20 counties ( comitat), and the horses

scattered in 150 different places, served during the year 1873,

20,000 mares.

II. Nagyköröser. Here there are 870 stallions kept at

head-quarters and the various ontposts Versetz, Eperies,

Baga, Klein , Kis-Szent Miklós and Álmosd. It is spread

over 30 counties extending from the Danube and Eipel on

west to the Transylvanian border on the enst, and the northern

and southern frontiers of the kingdom , and served with 250

different standing places, 30,000 mares. In consequence of

the great extentof the district another depôt willbe esta

blished at Debreczin during the year 1874..

III. Szepsi-Szent-györgi, with 280 horses and three out

posts Homorod, Dées and Retteg, 8,000 mares were served

during the year. The fieldof operations is Transylvania and

the neighbouring counties Kraszna and Mittel Szolnok.

IV . In Warasdi, where there are 122 horses and an out

post at Esseg , and scattered in 50 different stations, 5,000

country mares were served . The sphere of action of this

depôt is over the whole of Croatia and Slavonia, which pro

vinces support the depôt .

The state depôts were taken over by the Hungarian Go

vernment in 1869 and consisted , besides head-quarters and

the outposts, of 392 stations and 1,331 horses. The numbers

are now 525 and 1,800 respectively, and the number of mares

served was in 1873, 63,000. Besides these efforts, farmers

are encouraged to improve their breeds by prizes being given

in 48 different places yearly ,and besides diplomas of honour,

15,000 florins are expended therein. Races take place yearly

at Pesth, Pressburg, Kaschau, Klausenburg, Arad, Debreczin,

and latterly at Ödenburg. The state expends 5,700 ducats

in prizes.

The first Government stud contributing, in the cata

logue, is the celebrated Arab stud Bábolna near Nagy

Igmánd (see Description of Bábolna) .

The first on the list is a splendid chestnut horse Mehemed Ali,

five years old , by Mahmoud Mirza out of a pure Koreischan

mare. Mahmoud Mirza was born in the desert in 1851 and

bought in England by Lieut.-Colonel de Butts in 1865. The

dam was born in Bábolna in 1853. Her eire was in Anaese

Arab born in 1837 and purchased for 1,200 forins in Syria,

and brought to Austria in 1843 by Lieut.- Colonel Herbert.
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Then a half-bred Shagya horse called Merops out of a

Merops mare. Shagya was bought in 1836 by Lieut . -Colonel

Herbert in Syria for 1,800 florins, and Merops came in 1855

from the Prussian stud Trakehnen .

Aghil Aga No. 11 , chestnut, pure Arab mare, seven years

old, by Aghil Aga out of Gidran Elbedavy No. 120 ; Aghil

Aga was purchased from the Bedouin tribe Aneze Ruola of

the breed Koheilan Adjuze. He was one of 14 which cost

a total of 17,126 florins. The highest price given was

2,727 florins, and the lowest 605 florins. Gidran- Elbedavy

was born in Bábolna in 1857 , by Gidran - Elbedavy brought

from Syria by Major v. Gottschligin, 1852. Mahmoud Mirza,

bay Arab mare, fire -year old , by Mahmoud Mirza out of an

Aghil Aga mare.

Tadmor No. 65, white, half -bred mare, by
pure

Arab Tad

mor. Tadmor came from the Imperial stud Lippizza in 1857 ;

Hamad No. 70, white, half -bred mare, 12 years, by Hamad

(pure Arab ), who was brought in 1857 by General Bruder

mann . The stud consists ofabout 500 horses of which about

60 are yearly sold ( see Description of Bábolna).

From the Royal Free Town Debreczin, four animals are

shown of Spanish race. The breeds forming the stud came

originally, in 1822, from Count Philip Beleznay's Spanish

horses, and Count Gyulay's Transylvanians , also of Spanish

origin, and to improve the breed Franz v. Péchy’s English

horses , Count Almasy’s Transylvanians and some stallions

from the stud of Mezőhegyes. In 1866 fresh blood was

introduced. There are at present 148 horses in the stud

and from 20 to 25 head are sold yearly. Nothing note

worthy was to be met in the catalogue, till the lotof five

from the Government stud Kisbér (see Description of stud ),

all were of English breed and the first on the list was—

Pride of England, No. 1 , a four-year old brown Norfolk ,

about 15 hands 2 inches, of immense power, short-legged.

with enormous girth and muscular development. He is by

the imported Norfolk horse, Pride of England, out of a

Sutherland mare.

No. 180, Virgilius, bay, half-bred brood mare, by Virgilius

out of an Irish mare . She ought to throw excellent hunters

if properly paired.

Justice to Kisbér, No. 49, bay , English half -bred mare ,

by thorough -bred Justice to Kisbér (by Chief Justice) out of

a Clinker mare. An excessively elegantly shaped mare with

magnificent action. She would be admirably adapted to

make a light weight hunter.*

* I had the pleasure of driving behind her when staying at Kisbér.–T. H. A.
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- No. 99, Pride of England, roan , Norfolk brood mare, 11

years old, about 15 hands 1 inch , by Pride of England , out

of a half-bred Mecklenburg mare. A powerfully shaped

animal, splendid stuff to breed from . Lastly

No. 80, Nordstern, brown, Norfolk mare , nine years old ,

about 16 hands, by the imported Norfolk Nordstern, out of

an Irish mare, No. 9 Big Bess. This stud has froin 125 to

130 half -bred mares, besides thorough -breds, from which

25 to 35 horses in their fourth year are sent to the depôts

as travelling stallions to serve country mares, and from 15

to 20 young mares are drafted into the stud for breeding

purposes, and from 25 to 30 young horses or foals are sold

by auction. (See description of stud .)

Next, we have the great half-bred stud of Mezöhegyes

( see description ), represented by 27 animals as types of the
different families bred in the stud.

Commencing with Pride of England, ' a 'magnificent

Norfolk nine-years-old, by a sire of same name, we find

Shagya, Furioso, Gidran , Nonnius, Majestoso, Abuqress,

Conversano, Merrylegs, &c. The handsomest of these was

Gidran XXXl., i, dark chestnut mare, by Gidran XXXI.

out of No. 230 Gidran XVI., and both Majestoso XL.,

white horse, cross between the Lipizza, Majestoso XXXIX ,

and No. 424, Shagya VI., and Abugress VIII., bay horse

by Abugress VI., out of a Gidran VI., No. 510, were very

handsome animals. The Norman Nonnius, with their ugly

heads, but good action excited great interest, , and com

pared favourably with many of the Norman horses exhibited

in the French section . Count Maurice Sándor, of Bajna,

sent three thorough-bredsand a half-bred of no particular

merit ; the highest price bid at the auction for Bodkin, three

year-old , by Carneval, out of Bodkin, was 801., and he was

bought in . Count Joseph Stubenberg of Székelyhid showed

two thorough -breds and two half-bred English ; and Géza

von Szüllö , a thorough -bred mare and half-bred gelding:

A very interesting family followed, shown by Count John

Waldstein, consisting of Gambia XI., blackEnglish mare,

25 years old, bred in Prince Eszterhazy's stud Dzora, by

thorough-bred Gambia, out of a Master Robert mare, and

the last six of her foals from Denevér, black English mare

by Cottswold six -year old , to dark brown colt, one year old,

by Flying Cloud. She has had something like 20 sous and

daughters. Those exhibited here were a nice lot with strong

family resemblance, though none of them were up to much

weight. Count George and -Aladár Zichy worthily bring

up the rear with three well -bred chestnuts , two by Revolver
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out of Formás and Dorothea , and one by Smaragd out of

Dalilagerény .

The35 horses sent by Russia .consisted of Orloff trotters Russia.

and half -bred Arabs from the stud of His ImperialHighness

Grand Duke Nicolai Nicolajewitsch at Tschesmenka, 16 in

number, and the remainder from Goujon , Mazourine, Prince

Odolensky in Tula, and Prince Sangusko. The latter's a

charming exhibit of eight Arabs, all mares of pure race.

These last were throughout larger than those shown by

Count Julius Dzieduszycki, and certainly appeared to be

plumper and better cared for than those of the latter. They

almost all were as much as 15 hands, and perhaps one or two

over that height. They were of all colours, two of them

being cream - coloured only one grey (flea -bitten ), and the

remainder dark bays; two had foals at their foot and all were

beautiful animals, and excited the most lively interest. Prince

Sangusko’s stud is at Satanow in the Government of Podolia,

20 miles from the railway and frontier station, Woloczyska.

The staff attached to it and the training stable is at Slawula

on the Brody Kiew railway. Thestud is throughout of pure

Arab blood numbering 89 mares. To keep up the purity of the

breed four expeditions went to Arabia, the first in 1799 lasting

till 1803, the second from the year 1816 to 1818, the third

from 1844 to 1845, the fourth in the years 1857-58, and there

have been, moreover horses frequently sent direct from the

East A total of 60 stallions and seven mares have been thus

brought. The stud has been in existence since the 17th

century. The Orloff trotters are tolerably big useful animals,

but they are not ornamental. The parent of the breed

“Bars " was the result of a mixture of Arab , Dutch, and

Danish blood ; Smetanska, an Arab, was put to a Dutch

mare, and the progeny, a stallion named Pulkan, was put to

a Danish mare, the result being the horse Bars ; and from

him has sprung the race ofOrloff trotters.*

Egypt was represented by four pure Arabs, all of different

races, shownby Sefer Pacha. The first on the list, Emin, aflea

bitten horse, nine yearsold , of the family. Saglavy -Djedrani

(Gidran ? ), born in the desert near Bagdad , was the best ... The

others, were Zaaryf, a chestnut horse of the Apnase family ,

five years old, foaled near Damascus, Nadir, ia grey of

Nedjdi breed born near Bagdad, and Ubegan, iron grey,

3 years old, of the family Saglavi-Suety foaled in Egypt.

The jury awarded to these a medal of merit. In addition to

these several more were shown, brought on speculation to

Vienna by Arthur Bey.

* “ Zur Frage über die Reinheit der Race des Orloffschen Traber - Pferdes ;"

aus dem Russischen übersetzt von P. Jessen ,
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History, &c.

ROYAL PRUSSIAN STUD, “ FRIEDRICH WILHELM ." *

This stud was founded in the year 1787 by King

Frederick William II. on a plan laid before his Majesty by

his Master of the Horse, Count Lindenau. It is situated

45 miles from Berlin , a mile from the village of Neustadt.

Its area is 660.035 hectares, and is composed of -

Hectares. About Acres.

Cultivated land - 150

Meadow - 214.685 5334

Pasture - 200 497

Wood - 32.936 82

Water 22: 136 55

Gardens, roads, &c. - 5.962 15

Built on 34.313 85

The first mares brought to the stud, 19 in number, were

purchased in England by an Irishman named Donough

O'Grady in 1787 , and, in the following year , 10 Prussian

and 19 Mecklenburg mares were added, followed in 1789 by

a further lot of 12 mares, brought from England by Donough

O'Grady, who in the same year was inade director of the

stud. Of the nine stallions used from 1787 to 1791 only

two, Culblanc, by an Arab horse out of an English mare , and

Mahomet, described as being of Arab origin,were of any

good, and the remainder were half-bred English or of un

known origin. No good result came of this unmethodical

mode of breeding, and the master of the horse decided to

follow the fixed rule of getting as well bred mares from

England as possible, and to useonly Arab stallions. O'Grady

procured five mares from England, supposed to be thorough

bred, one of which only, “ Gentle Kitty," was in the stud

book, and eight others tolerably well bred.

cost 2531., and the cheapest of the half -breds, 301. Others

followed , chiefly of English race , supplied by a dealer named

Jobn Taylor, and two stallions were purchased from Prince

Kaunitz in Vienna : Armidor, Arab, a well-proportioned

horse, though small, and Isis, Arab, who left good progeny.

In 1791 an expedition was sent to Syria to buy Arab horses,

and of many which were purchased between Damascus and

Aleppo, 11 reached Europe, 5 of which died shortly after,

having caught a species of glanders on the journey. 'Of the

remainder, two, Bayan and Mokraby distinguished them

selves the most, the progeny of the former being large in

« Gentle Kitty

* Deutsches Gestüt Buch .
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size. He was lost in the retreat of the stud to Lübeck in

the year 1806 , after the battle of Auerstadt. The stallions

brought from Syria were nothing like as good as two brought

about this time from Prince Kaunitz's stable. The first was

“ Persianer," of old Persian origin, standing 15 hands 2 inches.

He remained till 1794 and then was sent to Trakehnen ;

the other was “ Turk Main Atty ," said to be 16 hands high .

Prince Kaunitz bad received him as a present from the

Empress Catherine of Russia, and gave him to Count Lin

denau, begging him to utilize sucha valuable animal. He

had formerly offered to sell him to the Count, but the

veterinary surgeon sent to Vienna to report on himgave an

unfavourable account, and nothing came of it . He was

shown to the Turkish ambassador in Berlin , who, when asked

his opinion, merely remarked “ Turk Main Atty,” a “ turko

man horse," and thus he came by the name.

He was bay in colour, with a small crescent-shaped star,

which descended to most of his progeny. His only fault was

being a little too long in theleg,* but he was a most beautiful

animal. His progeny founded thereputation of the Prussian

studs. The following years brought somegood mares to the

stud . In 1792 a lot of 14 thorough or well bred mares

arrived from England, and in 1793 the first mares bred in

the stud were drafted into it as brood mares. In 1806, after

the loss on the battle of Auerstadt, the stud retreated but

too late to be saved, and all that remained were captured

after the capitulation of Blücher's army. Turk Main Atty,

having injured one of his pasterns, was left behind and kept

concealed, soon, however, to be discovered by some French

marauders, by whom he was cruelly maltreated, dragged

along, and hedied soon after . The stud ceased to exist just

when really excellent results were being obtained ; 59 of the

mares died on the march . In 1810 it was again started, and till

1833 horses of oriental origin and English mares, partly

thorough -bred, partly half-bred, were used . Since then

English thorough-bred stallions have been introduced, and

thorough -bred mares imported, and gradually thorough -bred

stock came to be raised. Since 1845, when a training stable

for 36 horses was built, horses are trained and takepart in

races . Up to 1866 the Anglo-Arabian horses were bred as

* The peculiarity of large size , with the fault of beinga little leggy, is

actually common to Turcoman horses to this day. Lieut. Gill, R.E., who has

lately returned from Turkestan , having gone there with Col. Valentine

Baker, late 10th Hussars, and Capt. Clayton , 9th Lancers, informs me that

horses of a stamp not unlike our English thorough-breds are to be met with,

sometimes standing as much as 17 hands, with the characteristic of being

usually rather long in the leg.
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well, a stud of 40 brood mares being kept for the purpose,

but in this year all the thorough-bred stock in the three

principal studs were united at Graditz, and half-bred stock

sent in their stead. Well bred horses of the hunter type

are now reared in this stud .

TRAKEHNEN . *

The Royal Government stud of Trakehnen is situated

near the village of the same name in East Prussia, on the

Eastern Railway . The whole domain has an area of 3978.63

hectares, (about 9549 acres) and there are 12 stud farms, as

follows :

At Bajohrgallen are brood mares with their foals.

Birkenwalde is for 55 three -year old fillies.

Burgsdorfshof for 25 two-year old fillies.

Danzkehmen houses the four-year old mares.

In Guddin the chestnut brood mares, besides 20 yearling

colts.

In Gurdszen are the black brood mares, and their weaned

and yearling progeny, as well as about 20 two-year old colts.

In Jodszlauken are 60 two-year old colts.

In Jonasthal are 100 two- to four -year old colts.

Kalpakin has thebay brood mares, and their latest offspring,

and there is room for 20 yearlings besides.

Mattischkehmen has two- to four -year old colts. '

Taukenmischken has the yearling fillies, and in Trakehnen

the stud stallions are kept, the Trakehnen mares and their

last offspring. There are 15 stud stallions and 300 mares,

viz., 70 of the light riding horse stamp of all colours

in Trakehnen ; 50 of weight carrying class and light

carriage, of all colours in Bajohrgallen ; 60 bays of heavier

carriage stamp in Kalpakin ; 40 chestnuts of heavier car

riage -stamp at Guddin ; and 80 blacks of same class in

Gurdszen. The stronger and older foals are weaned at the

beginning of August, the remainder at the beginning of

September. The sexes are separated at from five ' to seven

months old . The pasture time lasts about four months. In

the winter the mares and foals are exercised, weather per

mitting, from one to two hours, and the stud stallions are

ridden every day. With regard to food .

The stud stallions get from 1st January till 30th June

12 lit. corn, 4 kil. hay, and the rest of the year. 9 lit.

and 4 kil, respect.
.

The test stallions, 9 and 5 lit. and 6 and 5 kil. as before.

* « Deutsches Gestüt Buch ” herausgegeben von J. v . Schwartz und A. Krocker.
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were

The brood mares from 1st Jan. till 25th 7

May, and from 1st Oct. till end of year, 6 kil. hay

3 lit. corn . the whole

From 20th May till end Sept., } lit. year.

corn ,

The four -year old stallions get 9 lit. corn, and 5 kil. bay

the whole year.

The four-year old mares get 7.5 corn , and 5 kil. hay the

whole year.

The yearlings, two- and three-year olds, get during pasture

time, 3 lit. corn, and the rest of the year 6 lit. corn and

5 kil. hay. The suckling foals get from 1st Feb. till 30th

June 11 lit. corn, and from 1st July till 31st August, 43 lit.

corn , and 4 kil . hay, and from 1st September to 31st

December, 6 lit. corn , and 4 kil. hay . The history of the History, & o.

stud dates back to 1725 when King Frederick William I.

ordered the manors of Trakehnen and
all the other stud

farms now belonging to it, to be drained and cleared in

order to unite the various Government
studs of Balga,

Batriken, Brandenburg
, &c., in one place. This was done

in 1732, and they numbered all told 1,101 head, of which

513 brocd mares. In 1739 the king presented the

stud to the Crown Prince . The first noteworthy stallions

were, a Neapolitan, a grey from Vienna, and the English

horse Perle which the King presented to the stud .

In 1739, a grey Persian stallion which the Duke of Cour

land had presented to the king came to the stud . He served

nine years, and nearly all his progeny became in turn

excellent stud stallions . In the same year the king pre

sented the grey English horse Haake and the Spanish horse

Rheinsberger to the stud , which numbered at that time, all

told, 1,095 head, with 51 stallions and 368 brood mares.

Until 1789 no foreign mares were introduced . In 1786

Count Lindenau became the director of the stud , and its

state cannot have been very satisfactory, for 144 brood mares

were immediately drafted out on account of spavin or curb ,

or through not being sufficiently roomy in barrel. The

remainder were divided up into four herds, and these remain

till the present day. On the occasion of the retreat of the

stud to Russia in 1806, many of the best mares were lost at

a place called Szavlen, and on their return the number was

but 180. The'stud suffered in the retreat in 1813, and still

further through the assistance it rendered in re-establishing,

the Frederick William stud. In 1814 Herr von Burgsdorf

took up the direction of the stud, and with great energy and

ability, although he wavered some time in his choice of the

principal stallions, giving preference first to oriental, then to
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English, then back to oriental, and lastly deciding for

stallions of English blood. This indecision was of but little

consequence, however, as he never bred from any but per

fectly sound animals. With regard to the stallions used

since 1800, in 1799 the first son of Turk Main Atty (see

Friedrich -Wilhelm stud ) came to the stud. He was followed

time after time by 16 other sons of the “ Turkoman horse,”

11 of which remained in the chief stud, five being handed over

to the stud of travelling stallions. They benefited the stud

greatly, and of the progeny left 141 brood mares, whose

service added together makes a total of 946. In 1800 there

were four pure Arabs in Trakehnen as follows

No. of Years
Name.

Brood Mares

generated .

United period years

used in stud .in use .

-

11

6

13

3

Delne

Dschuffi

Benesacher

Yemen

15

3

6

6

144

14

51

42

Total 33 4 30 251

At the same time the following horses served as per

table

No of Years
Name.

Brood Mares

generated.

United period years

used in stud.in use.

ܒ
ܘ
ܝ
ܙ
ܒ

ܗ

Black Bolton

Strubberg

Ormond

John Bull

9

2

24

13

35

16

171

118

Total 23 4 48 340

Orinoco, an English half bred which arrived in 1805 served

11 years, and of his progeny 47 became brood mares, which

served for a united period of 482 years. At that time there

were no English thorough -breds at Trakehnen. From 1806

to 1810 Saxoni, a thorough-bred, saved from the wreck of

the Frederick William stud served, and of his progeny seven

brood mares served a united period of 70 years. In 1817

horses were brought from England and Turkey, and from

1826 until the present day thorough -breds have been
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regularly introduced as well as some Arabs and English half

breds. The following horses were purchased from the year

1817 to the present day :

English thorough -breds. — In 1818, Amber, Mungo, Scrap

all ; 1819, Blackamoor ; 1822, the Cryer ; 1824 , Babeça ;

1827 , His Grace, Portland , Waterman, y . Whalebone ;

1834, Malek - Adel, y . Whiskers, Peter Pindar ; 1836, y.

Partisan ; 1837, Big Ben, Gulliver ; 1838, Black Hamble

don, New Light, Rioter ; 1839, Mickle Fell, Snyders ; 1840,

Colonel Peel ; 1841 , Locomotive ; 1843, Emilianus, Mundig ;

1845, Great Mogul, the Corsair ; 1848 , Beyrout ; 1853,

Sahama, Stilton ; 1861 , Vindex ; 1864, Fazzoletto ; 1866,

Lélid .

Arabs.- 1818, Bagdadly Delyasdehr ( Turcoman ), Emin

lick , Kiurd-arab, Oglan , Teheran ; 1820, Altin , Kasch ;

1827 , Nedjed ; 1828 , Barak. The service rendered by these

horses is to be found in the work from which I am now quot

ing, and is too lengthy to introduce here . *

RADAUTZ.“

The Imperial Austrian government stud of Radautz is

situated in the Bukowina, below the foot of the north - eastern

slope of the Carpathian range , about 35 miles south of the Topography.

chief town Gernowitz . The whole length of the property in

possession ofthe stud is about 76 miles from east to west, and

through the great changes of elevation from the valley of the

Sucsawa 900 feet above the sen , to the top of the Luczina,

5,196, the climate varies over the whole extent . The

western portion consists almost exclusively of forest and

mountain pasture. As Bukowina is unprotected from the

icy winds from Russia, the climate is rigorous, and the crop

of Indian corn, the staple produce of the district , is often

damaged by late frosts or sudden changes of temperature.

The head -quarters of the stud is in Radautz, a town of about

8,000 inhabitants. Stalls for 212 stallions are in the im

mediate neighbourhood of the commandant's dwelling, and

the nearest stud farm is Wadu Wladika, a quarter of a

mile off. There are four other principal stud farms at

various distances from head -quarters, and a summer station

at Luczina, some 60 miles off, whither all the mares and foals

fit to travel are sent to pasture in the mountains, their

grazing ground some 4,000 acres, being from 3,000 to 4,000

feet above the level of the sea. During their stay at

* Deutsches Gestüt Buch .

† For much of the information I have been able to collect about this stud

I am indebted to our military attaché at Vienna, Lieut.- Col. Goodenough, R.A.
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3

1

Effects of

climate, &c.

History.

Luczina, they are never driven into the sheds built to shelter

them except under exceptional circumstances of cold and

snow.

- No horses are so much esteemed in the Austrian army as

those bred at Radautz, and every officer seems proud to

have one. It bears the same relation in that respect to

Austria as the Mezőhegyes stud does to Hungary .

Their undoubted excellence may be ascribed totheir being

pastured during the dry summer months in the mountains.

In addition to the excellent pasture and invigorating air they

become clever through climbing about, and the journey to and

fro accustoms them to strange sights and sounds, crossing

water, &c. It is to be deplored that in consequence of the

occasional loss of valuable animals, it is a question just now

whether this system shall be discontinued. Before the year

1774 the re-mounts for the cavalry were purchased by

regimental officers, and one of them , Ober -lieutenant Ca

vallar of the Imperial Chevaux-legers regiment, showed such

judgment in his selection, that the ministry of war handed

over to him the duty of purchasing re-mounts for the whole

army. They gave him a dwelling at Kotzmann in the

Bukowina and the necessary staff. Up to the year 1783,

13,979 head were purchased by him, and his head -quarters

were then shifted to Waskontz. From 1783 to 1792 the

large number of 16,236 horses were purchased , partly in Gali

cia , and the Bukowina, and partly from far in the interior of

Russia and the Ukraine. T'he large number of horses on

their hands made it necessary to have several depôts, and as

the mares frequently foaled after being brought to the depôt,

the ground already occupied was increased by the estate of

Radautz , belonging formerly to the monasteries Putna, Suc

zawitza, Solka and St. Illie, in order to be able to pasture

them , and on account of the cheap forage obtainable. The

villages of Strasza andWikow , and the mountain pasture

Luczina followed, and different additions from time to time

brought the estate to its present large dimensions. Excellent

animals were often brought from Persia, Circassia, and the

inner part of Russia, and the mares which happened to be

in foal remained behind, and were bred from in the stud, and

these were added to by drafts of Turkish , Transylvannia and

Lippizza * horses . Up to the year 1822 the stud was quite

wild, and after that they were gradually taken in hand and

taned,though that process was attended at first by a falling

off in fecundity. In 1827 the number of brood mares was

350, in 1829 380, in 1831 it was increased to 400 and in

* See “ Imperial Stud, Lippizza.”
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1842 to 500. The stud possessed at that time many

original Arabs, and others of pure blood from Bábolna or

Mezõhegyes,-Shagya, Tscheleby, Fedchan , Gidran , Samhan ,

Duhers, Mesrour, Siglavi, Abugress, Kader, Assed, Feridjan,

Nedsdi- Baba, El- Bedavy , &c. . This last came in 1843

from Bábolna. He is the father of the family which bears

his name. He served 15 years in the stud and left a

numerous and excellent progeny. The revolutionary epoch

of 1848 did not pass unnoticed in this remote corner of the

empire, and the retreat of the stud which took place during

very severe weather, exercised an evil influence on the

younger animals, which could be traced long after. In

1856 a stud of that excellent breed the Huzzul was formed

in the Luczina range, and two Szekler stallions of that breed

and eight mares introduced, and their male progeny stationed

in various mountain villages, by which this excellent breed

which was almost extinct, revived again.revived again. In 1872, on the

occasion of the visit of Lieut.-Col. Goodenough, there were

the following stallions English , Norfolk ,Anglo-Norman, an

excellent small Norman from M. De la Ville's stable , a black

Arab called Daghoman, from Bábolna, an Arab from Prince

Sangusko’s stud, a white one from Mezöhegyes, an original

Arab Hafiz, the gift of the Sultan, a bay Arab, and a white

original Arab, and three Lippizzaners, & c. There were 300

mares ; in 1871 200 animals from one to four years

sold. The three -year olds were a good looking lot. The

yearlings fetched on an average 200 florins, and the four

year olds 500 florins ; 80 horses were handed over to the

depôt of travelling stallions. There are 20 stallions in a

depôt near Radautz and 300 more in two depôts in Galicia ,

The old Radautz mares showed to advantage along side

of mares recently transferred from other studs. Of the

young stock the Arab and De la Ville were the best ; of the

English, the Revolvers pretty good, and the other English

indifferent. The sight of the place is the Schimmel Gestüt,

or stud of greys ; 90 grey mares of uniform stamp, 15-2 to

15–3, high-tailed, broad-hipped, big-boned, big-headed, but

good shaped heads . These are the real Radautz breed,

reddish flea -bitten greys, “ reminding me " (says Col. Good

enough) “ of our older Persian horses in the artillery in

“ Bombay. Many of these animals are reputed to be of

6 Turkoman extraction. One sees in the Bukowina some

pack -horses which have a smack of the same blood and

" colour, though reduced by bad nourishment.

likely furnished some of the original mares to the stud.

" There is good stuff in this part of the country, witness

" the excellent breed of Huzzulen ponies. My impression

old were

These very
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« after seeing the stud was strong of the good results which

“ may be had by raising stock from small horses of vigorous

“ constitution with the aid of mountain pastures), under

“ circumstances of soil andclimate, and the resulting keep

“ and care analogous to, but rather better than that to

“ which the breed was originally accustomed. Thus the

« English horse coming from a richer country and circum

“ stances is said to, and I thought does, deteriorate, while

“ the Turko Spanish breed ( coming from Arabs which have

sojourned in Turkey) and Spanish -bred horses in Lippizza

“ improve, coming as they do from worse to better care, the

“ food in some respects better, and the climate vigour

“ inspiring though severe. The horses may be in the

“ mountains for from three to four months. They run on

“ the farms but find little pasture from September till snow

Snow and frost prevail from end of November till

“ end of March, and they do not get natural pasture again

“ till the end of April. N.B. — The English horsehas done

well in Australia where the climate at least is finer tban

ours, less well at the Cape, perhaps because the keep is

- deficient and climate too arid.”

LIPPIZZA .

History.

The Imperialstud of Lippizza, the property of the Em

perors of Austria, is situated about five miles from the sea

port town of Trieste. The stud itself was established as

far back as the year 1580, and the present race of Lippizza

horses has existed since that time.

In the year 1680 the Archduke Charles of Austria, third

son of the Emperor Ferdinand I. , ordered the present site of

the stud to be enclosed by a wall. The Emperor Charles VI.

bought in 1711 the Adelsberg estate from the princely

family of Auersperg, and attached the present stud of

Pröstraneck on that property in the year 1736 to Lippizza as

an offshoot. During the hostile occupation from 1809 to

1815 the stud was sent off to Petska in Lower Hungary,

and it suffered in consequence of the change, but regained

its former excellence on its return to Lippizza. The Lip

pizza horses originated in all probability in Polesina, which is

not far distant, and where horse breeding flourished. In the

17th and 8th centuries a considerable number of horses

came from Spain and Naples, besides Arabs. The whole

area of the property is 6,286 acres, the land is very stony,

giving but scanty herbage, but in some places growing

capital hay, and the climate is dry and healthy. The mares
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graze from the middle of March till the end of October, and

are fed with oats at the same time.

The breed which is an exceedingly sound and useful one

is a mixture of Spanish and Arab blood, the latter predomi

nating, the former showing itself in the head, which is

generally rather Roman nosed, and the thickness of the

crest ; they are rather stouter than the Arabs, and bigger in

the bone. ' The Arabs and Lippizzaners give a very good cross,

and are used as light carriage horses, (and at court often in

teams of six ), possessing great speed, endurance, and activity.

The prevailing colour is grey, but sometimes they are met

with brown and black . The Lippizzaners of original breed

are used both as riding and driving horses ; at court princi

pally the former, being ridden in the Spanish school.

The stud stallions at present in Lippizza are six in number,

viz, :

Pure Arabs - 2

Half-bred Lippizza and Arab 2

Pure Lippizza 2

The number of brood mares is 68, viz. :

Pure Arabs - 10

Lippizzaners 26

Half -breds 32

Of the Arab mares more than one would cause some

doubts as to the real purity of the breed , while others are

very handsome, and possess all the characteristics of the

Arab. They are all of them , however, bigger than the

general rùn of that race, and I do not think that any

were under 15 hands, and some as much as 15–1 , or

15-15. The Lippizza breed is represented in all the breeding

studs throughout the Austro -Hungarian empire, and the

stud stallions are used , as in the case of the pure Arabs, in

those districts where oriental blood prevails, their progeny

being very fast and active as well as enduring. The race is

divided into five different families, viz. , the Conversano's,

Majestoso's, Pluto's, Favory's, and Neapolitano's ; and

though in the lapse of time it would be reasonable to suppose

that all distinctive trace of family would be lost, yet this

does not seem to be the case , as the Conversano's, are esteemed

the most, and after them the Majestoso's. Of the lot, 15

or 20 had foals at their foot on the occasion of my
visit.

After the foals are weaned they are drafted out of the parent

stud and sent to Pröstraneck, about two hours distant by

rail, there to remain till after their third year, when they are

sent to the Imperial stud of Kladrub, in Bohemia, and

T
32996 .-- 4 .
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trained to saddle or harness, as the case may be, for the use

of the Imperial stable. At Pröstraneck they enjoy the

advantage of getting first rate mountain pasture, which in

of
years has no doubt contributed to some extent

to make them such a useful and active breed.

the lapse

& c .

KLADRUB.

The Imperial stud of Kladrub is situated about it miles

from the little village of that name, about 30 miles to the

east of Prague in Bohemia.

The estate contains 1,727 acres, of which 1,579 are

meadow , 88 timber, 60 parcelled up among the hands

employed on the stud, to enable each to keep a cow , and

Topography, grow the necessary garden produce (as it is quite impossible

to get supplies elsewhere than what is grown on the spot);

16 are told off as pasture for the cattle employed generally,

and the remainder is covered by buildings or gardens, or is

unproductive ground. The soil is very lightand in some

places nothing but sänd. The timber consists chiefly of

Scotch pine( Pinus sylvestris).

This stud is interesting not only from the fact of there

being such excellēnt and numerous thorough -bred stock, but

also because here only, in all Europe, is bred that race of

big Spanish- horse which is so often seen in the pictures

ofWouvermanns, Salvator Rosa , &c. , none of them under

16. hands, with very large Roman nose heads, and mighty

crests, with long but clean legs, and high stepping action,

without any pretension to speed, with bushy tails kept. long,

and the hair of which is very wavy from half way down to

the tip . Animals adapted for great state occasions, and

History, &c. when seen in their splendid trappings, having a most im

posing and dignified appearance, to which their otherwise

ugly heads seem to lend no inconsiderable share King

Maximilian II . of Bohemia, and his successors, Rudolph II.

and Mathias, brought horses from Spain , and put the most

suitable animals to the, at that time, small stud at Kladrub.

Since that time, some 300 years ago, the Spanish breed has

been kept up in all its integrity. Besides the thorough - breds

and the Spanish breed, which are called by the family name

of Sacramoso, but are generally known simply as the Klad

ruber breed, a large number of half-bred English horses are

bred, and some Anglo -Normans, besides a good many mules.

The thorough -bredstallions and many of the mares, both

thorough -bred and half bred, and the young stock in training

are housed at what may be called the head -quarters, near the

commandant's dwelling, offices, &c. ; the young half -breds up
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to three years old , and thorough -bred colts not yet in training

being housed in a separate stud, distant a mile, built on three

sides of a square, and consisting of sheds (built of stone and

closed in on all sides) , in which they roam at leisure, except

at feed time, when they are tied up. The larger number of

the thorough-bred inares are kept in loose boxes built in

compactblocks about 200 yards from head-quarters, and here

close at hand is the stud of Kladrubers.

Major Löffler, the present commandant of the stud, very

kindly accompanied me round the stables, commencing with Stallion .

those at head-quarters . Among others werem

by Voltigeur.

Virgilius
Zout of Eclogue (by Emilius).

Challenge
by Trumpet.

y Princess Alice.

A three year old , by Starke .

Springy Jonathan - ] Elastic.f

Corsair, three years -

by Buccaneer.

Žeta (by Melbourne).

by Cotswold.

A five -year old

Vanity.

Pirate Chief-
Ś by Buccaneer.

Lady Tatton .

Of four yearlings being trained to the saddle, one by

Challenge, out of Miss Bowzer (Lady Elizabeth's dam), was

an immensely powerful colt, and Mr. Jackson, the Emperor's

trainer, is sanguine as to his future success on the turf.

There is one so called Norman stallion , named Deucalion .

He is by the thorough -bred horse Don Quixote, out ofan

Anglo-Norman mare; a very powerful horse not bearing

many signs about him of his aristocratic descent, but a most

useful stud stallion . His progeny are really fine animals,

intended to do duty as carriage horses,and showing none of

the coarseness of the sire . Major Löffler bought him in

Normandy,and was induced to do so through seeing some

instances of his success as a sire, with which he was very

much pleased . He has had no cause to repent his purchase.

All the mares and foals seem to be as docile here as at the

other studs I visited . In the yard, on quitting the stable,

we found a herd of 20 or more half -bred mares on the point

of being taken out to exercise. Two mounted menattended

them , one in front and the other in rear, and as the meadows

were too hard frozen to turn them out, they were taken along

* All his progeny are excellent.

† Elastic was shot lately.

T 2
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the road, quietly following their mounted leader, and giving

no sort of trouble. At the same time young Lippizza re

mounts destined for the Emperor's stable were being broken

to harness. All his Majesty's horses are trained in Kladrub.

We then drove to the outlying stud farm , Franzenshof,

distant two miles, and inspected the young stock . Among

animals of all the breeds, including mules, a very handsome

young Blair Athol colt was pointed out to me. The name of

the dam has escaped me. The young Kladrubers were re

markable for their ugliness , all the defects seeming to be

exaggerated, and they had not yet attained to the roundness

of contour that distinguishes the breed. The mules are very

fine animals, all bred from Kladrub mares. Two big stal

lion donkeys are kept for the purpose. On our way

we had an opportunity of seeing the two -year olds entered

for next year's Austrian Derby, taking their gallop. They

back

were

Two-year

olds train

ing .

Mulcibere, by

Crossbower, by

COLTS .

Challenge.

Ugly Doe.

Cambuscan.

Golden Drop.

Thunderbolt.

Golden Star.

Challenge.

Elastic.

Hora, by

Brown Colt, by

- {
Fairy

-

FILLIES.

Silvertail, by
Ostregor.

Marsyas.

Phrygia , by

Guinea (by Flying Dutchman ).

The grass was not fit, theground being too hard, and the

exercisewas taken on a sanded road leading round the edge

of a large field about three- quarters of a mile long. The

biggestof the lot was Hora, a powerful looking chesnut,

spoilt, however, by very slack pasterns, in consequence of

which the base of the fetlock joint seemed to touch the

ground at each stride. The whole of the estate is perfectly

Aat, and Mr. Jackson regretted much not having the chance

of letting them canter up -hill to work their hind quarters &

little more.
The whole of the Austro-Hungarian empire

labours under the disadvantage of there being a large por

tion of the yearduring which the ground is too hard to

allow of efficient training, so muchso that of two equal
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mares .

years old

horses one trained in England and the other in Austria , the

latter has no chance in a race against the former. I am told

that as many as 16 of the horses entered for the Austrian

Derby of 1874 are being trained in England ! In the train

ing stud are seven two-year olds and seven yearlings.

In the afternoon the business of inspecting the thorough- Brood

bredmares, and Kladrubers was gone into.

The thorough -bred mares are

Chaperon , 12 Newminster.

Governess.

Stockwell.

Naiveté
Artless.

Wild Dayrell.

Effie
Phemy (by Touchstone ).

Stockwell.
Golden Drop

Hop -picker.

Newminster.
Aunt Hannah

| Flighty

Hesperus,
Miss Bowzer *

Mangostine.

Orlando .

Red Polet
Little Finch .

Voltigeur.
Violet

Garland.

St. Giles.
Tini

Taurina.

Kate Caradoc
King Caradoc.

Daisy.

Newminster.

Matilda

Bathilde ( by Stockwell).

Blue Jacket (by Sheet Anchor).
Hero -

Sévigné.I

Orlando.

Golden Hair
El Dorado.

Flying Dutchman .

Guinea

Payment.

Bantam.

Vanityll

Coquette.

Rifleman.
Juno -

Hetman Platoff mare.

*
Lady Elizabeth's dam .

† Mother of Jackson and Drum Major. Redpole came to Kladrub with

Jackson at her foot, in foal to Kettledrum with Drum Major, who among

other triumphs won the Austrian Derby in 1872 .

Sévigné died here in foal 21 years' old.

§ Ownsister to Dollar.

Foaled in 1853 .
II
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Kladrub

breed ,

Macaroni.

Erin -

Fairy.

Josel .

Parmesan

Miss Bowzer .

The Duke.

Lady Bees
Miss Bowzer.

Stockwell .

Reconnaisance

Sortie (by Melbourne).

Ostregor.
Melia

Niobe* (by Orlando ).

Ugly Doe by Ugly Buck .

There are two more whose names I did not note . In all

24 thorough -bred brood mares, two in each loose box. The

number of half -bred mares is 45 .

Ofthis year's foals there are all told 40, while of yearlings

( foaled in 1872) there are 46 ; two -year olds 41 ; three-year

olds, 37 ; and four-year olds, 39 .

The stud of Kladrubers which we next inspected contains

a constant number of 12 white mares and 12 black . They

are all together in one large stable, in which they wander

about at will except at feed time. Four stallions are kept

for breeding purposes , two of each colour to avoid too much

in and in breeding. The breed of blacks are never used

except for the funerals ofmembers of the Imperial Family.

My thanks are due to Major v. Löffler and Mr. Jackson

for the kindness they showed accompanying me and afford

ing every information. Major Löffler accompanied Colonel

( now General) Baron von Brudermann on his expedition to

Syria, Palestine, and the desert during the years 1856–57,

and has written a very interesting work giving a most

graphic description of their hardships and successes. From

being a most enthusiastic admirer of the Arab, as the ne

plus ultra of all equine good qualities, he has long since

been convinced that there is nothing to equal the English

thorough-bred horse. With such splendid stock around him

it would be strange had it been otherwise.

Topography,
& c .

KISBÉR (HISTORY, &c.)

The Royal Hungarian government stud of Kisbér lies in

the countyof Komorn, close to the station of the same name.

The whole area of the domain is about 1,562 acres , and the

soil is for the most part very good, though in the absence of

sufficient rain it is almost too hard for the horses, and too

Sévigné came to Kladrub in foal with Niobe, who was destroyed eight

days before my visit. .
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much rain renders it very liable to be cut up. Some portions

of the estate, of which aconsiderable part consists of planta

tions which thrive exceedingly well, are favourably situated for

stud farms, but the home farm and some of the outlying ones

are much complained of by the commandant (Col. v. Soest)

as being peculiarly exposed to the prevailing winds, and but

too often subjecting their occupants to influenza and colds.

The thorough-bred weaned foals which were formerly housed

in the homefarm have been removed some three miles off to

the only farm fit for them to occupy, and as they require and

receive the greatest care and personal attention from the com

mandant, he paying them a daily visit in all weathers and

seasons,I could quite sympathise with the wish he expressed

to build another stable for them nearer home on a very

favourable spot which he pointed out. There was in former

years a training ground, but it has been done away with and

all the thorough -bred stock are now sold as yearlings by

auction , the natives of the Austro-Hungarian empire only History.

being allowed to bid for them . The stud was formed in the

year 1853,the estate being bought from the princely family .

of Batthyany. The last resident possessor was the unfor

tunate Prince who was a victim of the Hungarian rising of

1848. The buildings on the estate, which formerly pastured

sheep only, were adopted as economically as possible for the

reception of the stud, only those buildings which were abso

lutely necessary being built. The first thorough -bred stallion

was Deerslayer, bought from M. v . Csapodi, then five brood

mares, four young mares, one two-year old, and three yearling

fillies, two two-year olds, and three yearling colts , two suck

ling colts, and I suckling filly, all of English or Arab

race were purchased for 1,4001, 22 head in all and draughted

into the stud. On the 1st October 1854, the following

thorough -bred brood mares were sent from the Government

stud of Piber ; Frolicsome, Misfortune, Maria , Queen of

Beauty, and Camilia, and the two-year old mare Orlanda and

the stallion Lord Saltoun from Mezőhegyes, and in the same

year the mares Annette by Bedford, Amiable by Gallopade

and Opal by Bob Peel were bought from Count Hunyady; in

1855 came the thorough-breds Revolver, Grapeshot, and

Chief Justice, three others including Lord " Saltoun, being

drafted out. Among other acquisitionsin the course of time,

in 1855, Major General Ritter bought 12 inares, many

with foals at foot, and one, Apple Blossom , with a colt by

Touchstone, and amongst othersin1860, Fairy, Music, and

Flageolet, and in 1861,Donnadel Lago. In 1862General

Bruderman boughtTeddington and Daniel O'Rourke, and the

blood mares Catastrophe,Caliope, Pauline, and Pyrrha in
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Brood

mares .

System of

stabling

adopted.

foal with the stallions Exact, Æsopus, and Marco Polo .

Honeysuckle was also bought this year. On Sir Tatton

Sykes' stud being brought to the hammer, the General secured

36 brood mares for Kisbér. From 1864 nothing but

thorough -bred and Norfolk stock have been used in the stud ,

and it is impossible to bring within the limits of this report a

detail of the various arrivals from England. Among them

Pride of England, a roan Norfolk horse,parent of the stock of

the same name, is a noteworthy animal as he has handed his

qualities down to his excellent progeny. Norstern of the

same breed but handsomer than Pride of England,also deserves

mention ; he was bought in England by Mr. Cavaliero .

On my arrival at Kisbér whatyet remained of daylight

was utilised in visiting the thorough -bred mares.
There are

36 of them, housed in 18 double loose boxes. The ground

which is park like in character is divided up into 18 paddocks

each about 150 yards long and 30 broad, and at the upper

end of each are two loose boxes side by side, opening (to the

south) into a sanded yard. The great principle of plentyof

fresh air is carried out throughout the whole stud in all its

integrity, the doors of the loose boxes being never closed

throughout the whole year,and as these are very large there is

no lack of ventilation. When necessary the mares are

fined to their box by means of bars across the doorway .

They are as follows:

con

>>

Alix by Alert out of a Phænix mare .

Assiduity
Stockrcell

Plenty.

Beeswing Newminster The Sphynz.

Caroline Ivan
Coquette.

Catastrophe Pyrrhus the 1st Burlesque.

Charmian Ton Little Fairy

Crafton Lass King Tom
Mentmore

Lass.

Cricket Flying Dutchman
Wicket.

Crisis Saunterer Catastrophe.

Dahlia Orlando Peri.

Deceptinn
Orlando Trickstress.

Donna del Lago , Lord of the Isles
Jeremy Dida

dler mare .

Donna Maria King Tom Ma Mie.

East Sheen Kingston
Miss Slick .

Esther Oakball Niobe.

Fancy Orlando Ossifrage.

Fantail Wood Pigeon Beechnut.

Fern Bois Roussel Switch.

>> >

>>
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Firefly by Orlando out of Twitter.

Flytrap Flying Dutchman Birdtrap.

Gratitude Newminster
Charity.

Honeybee » King of Trumps Honeydew .

Imperatrice
Orlando

Eulogy.

Java West Australian Toilette.

Lady Elizabeth Trumpeter Miss Bouzer.

Lanceline West Australian Cossack Maid.

Merry -go -round » Trumpeter Maypole.

Mildred „ Rataplan Merry -go

round.

Mineral Rataplan Manganese.

New Victoria West Australian Calcavella.

Peeress Chanticleer Baroness.

Silkstone Touchstone Snowdrop.

Sophia Lawrence Stockwell Mary Aislabie.

Thalestris
Kingston Virago.

Teresa
» Kingston Molly.

Vesta Cardsharper's

sister.

>

>>

» Augur

Deception and Silkstone arrived here from England in foal to

Blair Athol, and their progeny, which I saw thefollowing day,

are perhaps the two handsomest colts of the lot they were

among. Lady Elizabeth's notorious career is still fresh in

men's minds. She has been unsuccessful with her offspring

which are generally sickly in early youth, and she is unable to

suckle them, seeming, though looking very well, to be broken

down in constitution ; and Gratitude's performance in so

closely contesting both Cambridgeshire and Cesarewitch will

be well remembered.

The next morning Lieut.- Colonel v . Soest the commandant Stallions.

conducted me to the stable of the stallions. The thorough

breds are

Buccaneer, bay, by Wild Dayrell out of Little Red

Rover mare .

Ostregor, bay, by Stockwell out of a Venison mare.

Cambuscan, chestnut, by Newminster out of the Arrow .

Diophantus, dark chestnut, by Orlando out of Equation ,

Polmoodie, brown, by Melbourne out of Burlesque.

Tarquin , black , by Voltigeur out of Honeysuckle.

Buccaneer is the best stallion in Austria. I am told that

after being bought by the Austrian Government, large sums

were bid to get him back to England. Ostregor is one of

the best tempered animals it is possible to imagine. His
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Norfolk

stallions.

groom does not hesitate to put his hand between his teeth,

which he mumbles much as a playful dog would do. *

Cambuscan and Diophantushave both in their day been

favourites for the Derby, and each made a creditable fight

for the blue riband of the turf. The former it is to be re

gretted is decidedly calf kneed and is no very great favourite.

He and Buccaneer served for 500 forins (5ől.), until quite

lately when the price was lowered to 400 florins ( 40L. Be

sides the thorough -breds there are two horses of Norfolk breed,

a brown, by Pride of England out of a Sunderland mare

(No. 60 ), and another a bay bought in England called High

flyer. This latter is a very massive animal and is said to

have grand action, though he looks a little heavy. We

then saw six yearling thorough -breds being trained to the

saddle in the riding school, the handsomest being, a liver

chestnut, by Daniel O'Rourke out of Julietta . All these

six have been sold to Baron Oppenheim , and preparations

for their departure were being made , at the time of my

visit. Daniel O'Rourke, called universally Daniel for short,

stood a long time in Kisbér. His progeny have never

done much on the turf. He was but lately drafted out

of the stud and has since died . We next drove out to

a stud farm where 72 half -bred foals of this year were

housed in a long and very roomy shed. Plenty of bedding

is laid down and they wander about at will. A large

paddock is attached , and they are taken out in favourable

weather to pasture under charge of two czikos or mounted

drivers. The next stud we drove to contained 66 two

year old half-bred colts. We inspected them in the

paddock in which they were assembled on our arrival.

There seemed to be some risk of their injuring each other

in their gambols in such a confined spot, but I was as

sured that such was rarely or never the case . They were

very well under control, however, as could be seen

while they were being taken out to pasture, two men

being quite equal to keeping the whole herd on a tolerably

narrow track between two fields in which crops were

and which they avoided trampling very successfully. I may

here mention that a donkey is kept ineach studinorder that

the young horses may getaccustom
ed

to them.

always toget on very well with his companions, and indeed

in the case of the last -named stud seemed to be rather a

growing,

He seemed

He differs in this respect from Buccaneer, who has developed a man

eatingpropensity. Heisquietenough in hisstall, but isdangerous in the

riding school. Three daysbeforemy arrival he bit off one of his rider's,

fingers.
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favourite than otherwise. The next stud contained the

thorough -bred colts and fillies, 18 of the former and 15 of the

latter,

a

وو .

THOROUGH -BRED WEANED FOALS.
Thorough

bred foals.

Colts .

By Blair Athol out of Deception.

Silkstone.

Firefly.

Buccaneer Fern.

Catastrophe.

Lancelin .

Mineral.

Lady Elizabeth .

Fancy .

Daniel O'Rourke
Juliet. *

Diophantus
Peeress.

Sophia Lawrence.

Carneval Mildred.

Grimston East Sheen .

Ostregor Imperatrice.

Silly.

Crisis.

Palestro
Comina .

FILLIES.

By Buccaneer out of Dahlia.

Kate Tulloch .

Alir.

Fantail.

» Diophantus
Switch.

Grimston
New Victoria .

» Ostregor
Donna del Lago.

Pyrrha.

Turteresse.

Charmian .

Donna Maria. '

Lotti.

Palestro Crafton Lass.

Nymphe.

Virgilius
Palma,

The colts. occupied one half of a long shed, the fillies

the other. A paddock about 50 yards broad runs the whole

>

وو >>

9

* The last colt got by Daniel O'Rourke in the stude :
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Most

noteworthy

foals.

length of the stud. That portion allotted to the fillies being

separated from the other by a tall fence. A common gateway

leads to an outer paddock about four acres in extent lately

fenced off from the open plain , in it they are allowed to graze

in favourable weather. With some difficulty the coltsand

afterwards the fillies were induced to leave the inner paddock

for the larger one, but they became very wild during the

process, and once outside, raced about in an excited manner

for some time. They are rather encouraged than otherwise

in this for the sake of exercise. There was one half -bred

colt among them which in its infancy had been hurt by its

mother, and it was amusing tosee the efforts it made to keep

the lead , in which it succeeded for some time by dint of

extraordinary exertions, though it was unable to maintain it

for long. This racing round and round had as it were the

effect of sifting the herd. In a short time without seeming

to be in the least anxious about the matter the Blair Athol

Deception colt had it all its own way, cantering smoothly

along without effort. The ambitious half-bred struggled

gamely along, though well in rear, to the last. Of the colts

the most noteworthy were :

By Blair Athol out of Deception.

Silkstone.

Ostregor Imperatrice.

Buccaneer Fern ,

Lady Elizabeth .

Catastrophe.

Of the fillies by : Ostregor
: Donna del Lago.

Donna Maria.

Grimston New Victoria .

In the evening two studs of half-bred mares were in

spected, 60 in each. Many are of Norfolk breed ; this breed

succeeds very well at Kisbér, and a pair of very even cobs

which the commandant drove were excellent specimens,

though much smaller than their sire. On Tuesday I was

compelled to start for the stud of Bábolna, distant about 12

miles from Kisbér. My kind conductor sent a carriage on

with my things to a point of theroad distant about fourmiles

and a half, where there was yet another stud of half -bred

There were 72 here, the yearlings occupying half

the shed and the two-and three-year olds the other half.

All of them were turned out and driven slowly round by the

czikos. They were nearly all a good stamp of animal,

useful, and many might bave been chosen which had all the

stamp of hunters. Here I parted from my kind friend to

continue my journey to Bábolna.

>

mares.
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BÁBOLNA.

The Royal Hungarian government stud of Bábolna lies in Topography,

the county of Komorn, about 10 miles from the celebrated & c .

fortress of the same name, and four miles from the nearest

railway station, Nagy - Igmánd. The soil is light loam mixed

with sand, and theclimate mild and healthy, though subject

to dry storms, which are very detrimental to vegetation. The

whole domain is planted here and there with belts of timber

to break the force of the wind, the only trees to be seen on

the vast plain, and they are valuable for firewood, which is

extremely scarce in the whole district. The estate which

has an area of 10,035 acres, is not farmed in the samestyle

as those of Kisbér, and Mezöhegyes, fodder and grass being

only cultivated . The principal block of buildings forms an

oblong, about 240 yards long and 80 broad, with a covered

riding school in the centre. The northern end of this block

is occupied by the Commandant's (Major v. Friedrich) ,

apartments, officers' dwellings, offices, & c. , the remainder of

the oblongcontains stables, men's quarters, coach -houses, & c.

Around this principal block are grouped the men's hospital

( for 30 men) and doctor's quarters, the sick horse stables, the

veterinary surgeon's quarters, the house of the directors of

the farm , church, and small mill, & c. There are two other

stud farms and two separate blocks of farm buildings on the

estate, besides what may be called the home farm .

The stud was formed in the year 1789, by his Majesty History

the Emperor Joseph II. , the estate being bought from the

then owner Court Szapary for 450,000 fls. (45,0001.). Until

the year 1806 it was a branch of the stud of Mezőhegyes,

but after that time it was made a separate stud . The horses

first used were of Oriental origin, Spaniards, Transylvanians,

Normans, &c. Of the 21 Spanish horses nearly every one

was bought in the years 1801-2-3, in Spain, as much as

1502 being given for one, a bright bay. Up to the year

1816 the only object aimed at seems to havebeen increase,

not improvement. From that time Arab blood was intro

duced, and from then till this day as many as 80 horses and

72 mares of the most noble blood of the desert have been

imported direct from the east. In the year 1815 six Arabs

were brought from France, captured in the stud ofLa Rosière

(at the same time as Nonnius) , and Siglavi -Gidran a

chestnut Arab was purchased in Trieste by Baron Fechtig

for 1,800 ducats. He stood 14 hands 3 inches, and was the

father of the Siglavi race , which has since become white in

colour. He was of a savage disposition though a beautiful
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And Amurad, purchased from the Royal Würtemburg
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animal, and I am informed by Major Otto Mayr, the

energetic compiler of the Austrian Stud Book, that he

himself as a child saw this horse seize a man by the finger,

which he tore off almost up to his victim's shoulder!

Among the names and different brands in the studmay
be

mentioned Samhan who came in 1819 costing only 30l.; in

1833 El Bedavy I.- Hlovie, 'and El Bedavy II.- Koheil,

were bought by Baron Fechtig in Lengyel- Tothi for 2521,

and 225l. respectively. In the years 1836–37 Colonel

Herbert purchased in Syria nine horses among them the

ancestors of the well-known Schagyafamily (1801.). The

lowest price given was for Kader 941., and the highest 2002

for Ebnelkar. The same bought in 1843 six horses ; the

names are still kept up, so it may be interesting to some

to know that Achmar cost 2301., Assil 250l., Asslan 100li,

Elbas '1501., Koreischan 1201., Kuejes 1301. , Schamar 80%

Assil, Asslan and Koreischan are particularly well known.

In 1855 Aga was bought for 2501., from the King of Würtem

burg, and in 1857 Aghil Aga by General Brudermann. As

an instance of the determination on the part of

to spare no expense, it may be mentioned that in 1860 El

Delemiand Atuan were bought inCairofor 4601.and 4001.,

and Zarif in 1861 by General Brudermann for 6001. The most

remarkable mares were brought in 1857 by General Bruder

mann from the east.
Of the lot he brought over, 32 came

to Bábolna, and they cost 10,0251.,the dearest being Nemse

6001., and thecheapest Schiehanie 931. In 1864 we find

a mare Elmina costing only 801. and five others 100l. each

and then the same year Gazlan only 511. and in 1865,

anotherGazlanmare and the mareMadudi for801.apiece.

These lastwere bought from the Imperialstud. Anoutsider

could not have got them so cheap.

The pure Arabstallionsatpresent in Bábolna are five in
number :

Abdul Aziz, brought from the Imperial Stable,

Padishah, brought from Schleswig .

born in Bábolna.

Jussuf,

gove
rnme

nt

peg

Arab

stallions,

Mahomet Ali,}b

brood mares there are at present 123, of which 34 are pure

Arabs.On the occasion ofmy visit,withtheexception of the

stallions,thewholestud wasoutatpasture. Thebusiness

* He remained in the stud till the year 1833.
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the East.

of inspection commenced with the stallions. Mahomet Ali

a chestnut, by Mahmoud Mirza, is the handsomest of the

lot. We then drove out to see the different lots ; colts,

two -year olds, yearlings, and weaned foals. They seemed

to be very tame, allowing us to come up, and, indeed ,

meeting our advances half way. Most of these are descended

from the Arabs brought from Syria, Palestine, and the

Desert by. Colonel (now General) von Brudermann.

This expedition consisting of, besides the Colonel, one General von

eaptain , one lieutenant,* a doctor, veterinary surgeon, and a mann's ex

non -commissioned officer, and 10 men of the 11th Uhlan pedition to

Regiment, started on the 11th October 1856, and returned

to their native land on the 22nd July 1857 , bringing back

with them 16 stallions, 50 mares and 14 foals ( foaled since

their dams were purchased ). All these horses are said to

have been of the highest blood of the desert. Many were

purchased in Damascus and its neighbourhood, and the

leader of the expedition, who seems to have been able to

conciliate the different Sheiks with whom he came in contact,

succeeded in obtaining the friendship of the, at that time

notorious Aghil Aga andthrough his good offices obtained in

a comparatively short time many excellent animals. On the

approach of the Bedouin tribes to the Syrian frontier, a

thing of yearly occurrence with some of them, a visit was

paid to the Wuold Ali branch of the Anaese family, said

to possess the best horses of the desert. The visit was most

successful, and among many others, three mares, said to be

of direct descent from the original mares of the Prophet,

were bought. One called Dachma was purchased from

the Sheik himself, and two others, Dadjanie and Huta

were bought from 'poorer Arabs. - I have reason to believe

that they afterwards formed part of the Imperial stud of

Lippizza, being among 16 mares chosen for that stud on the

return of the expedition to Austria. Major Löffler's work

gives a great deal of information concerning the breeding of

Arab horses, the way they are fed , & c. It is not, perhaps,

generally known that camel's milk forms, at times, no

inconsiderable item of their bill of fare, especially for mares

in foal, or with foals at their side.

- Abdel Kader, who was living near Damascus was invited Abdul

by Colonel Brudermann to inspect his purchases before

starting homewards, and took the greatest interest in them,

Kader,

* Lieutenant Löffler, now major and commandant ofthe Imperial stud of

Kladrub. To his interesting work entitled “ Die Oesterreichische Pferde

“ Ankaufs Mission unter dem k. k. Obersten von Brudermann 'in Syrien

" Palästina und der Wüste in den Jahren, 1856, 1857," I am indebted for the

information concerning the expedition .
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subjecting them in turn to various tests which he asserted

would show the purity of their descent; one with regard to

necessary breadth of chest may be mentioned, viz., place the

two forefeet so that the hoofs are touching, and thenmeasure

the width between the knees. Should this be the breadth

of two fingers it is sufficient, but if it should measure three

fingers the animal must have an excellent chest. At the

conclusion he praised in eloquent language the beauty and

excellence of the whole lot, adding that it was long since he

had enjoyed the sight of so many high class animals and

asking how the Colonel bad managed to collect so many in

such a short time. Of the mares 32 came to Bábolna, and

their immediate descendants were among the herds we saw

grazing before us. Several of the mares had lately foaled,

not many days before my visit. Nearly all of them were

grey
and seemed to be a little larger than the ordinary run

of Arabs. This is explained by the superior quality and

greater quantity of food they get in early youth, and there

is little doubt but that it is the true explanation , for the

Arab mares of Count Julius Dzieduszycki * were small and

weedy compared with those in the Government studs, and

it is said that they do not get proper nourishment in early

youth, a common fault in Galicia.

Of colts in the stud, there are,

2 -year olds - 35

Yearlings - 29

Lately weaned 34

Of fillies, 3 -year olds, 23

2 35

1 -28

Weaned
- 39, and 6 foals with their dams.

There are besides 53 mares of different descriptions, giving

a total of 405 in the stud.

O

>

History.

MEZŐHEGYES.

The Royal Hungarian Government stud at Mezöhegyes is

situated inthe county ( comitat)of Békéscher, and is distant

about 17 miles from Oroszhaza, the nearest village and railway

station. The stud was founded in the year 1786 by the Em

peror Joseph II., on lands which belonged tothe crown, and

the revenue of which had hitherto been applied to the mainte

nance of the Hungarian Noble Guard. On their reduction in

number from 120 to 60, they ceased to be so applied, the

necessary funds being supplied from other sources. The

* See account of Horse Show, p. 259,
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original object of the stud was to improve the small and

insignificant breed of Hungarian horses, to get light cavalry

remounts,and to serve as a depôt for those bought up in the

Banat and Transylvania. The stud contained at first 800

mares, and after the campaign of 1809-10 the most suitable

mares were sent there from the cavalry on its reduction, the

total number being then about 10,000 or 12,000. This

number was reduced at different times, and in the month of

November 1873 there were about 650 brood mares and 40

stallions. In the year 1816 a terrible storm devastated the

country, and great losses were caused by it, though it had the

good effect of inducing the authorities to plant timber for

protection against the wind, &c.

It covers a total area of 38,610 acres, and is divided into Topography:

four sections—I. Mezöhegyes to the west ; II . Fetskes to

the north ; III. Kamarás to the east ; and IV. Paregh to the

south. The whole district is perfectly flat, and it has not

the advantage of having any river in the neighbourhood ,

and is very much exposed to the wind. It is bounded on all

sides by a broad ditch and a belt of acacias, about 40 feet

wide. The estate is carefully cultivated, and about 2,174

acres are laid out in plantations, which give it a cheerful

appearance, and render it as it were a bright oasis in the

dreary plain in which it is situated. Mezőhegyes itself is

divided into two parts, the new and the old. In the new

portion is the dwelling of the commandant, at present Lieut.

Colonel Horváth vonSzalaber, the stables , the hospital, the

Roman Catholic and Protestant churches, the men's barracks,

riding school, officer's dwellings, sick horse stables, and hotel,

forming quite a little town in itself. In the old portion are

the farm buildings, the dwellingof the director of the farm ,

workshops of every description , bakery and slaughter-houses,

as well as sheds for sick cattle and pigs . Cattle and pigs

are reared on the estate, and it is the intention to breed

sheep as well .

The farm furnishes the stud with every requirement in

the way of forage, except oats, a large portion of which has

to be bought, the expense being covered by the sale of

wheat, which is grown instead,and is more profitable.

Mezöhegyes differs from the studs of Kisbér and Bábolna Various

in that the stock throughout is half-bred, and for that reason

it is more interesting than any other Hungarian stud. The

breeding scope extends over asmany as four different races

the English thorough-bred, the Arab, the Norman, and the

Lippizzaner; and these are again subdivided into families, each

having its own type, and, as a rule, its own peculiar colour

U

breeds.

32996. - 4 .
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Families in all of them having been formed in the stud itself, and bearing

each breed. thename of the original sire, who in almost every instance

has imprinted his character on his descendants. Of the

different families, two are of English blood , viz., the Furioso

and the Abugress, and they date back to the years 1841

and 1842 respectively ( Furioso was by Privateer, and bred

by Count Karolyi. He died 25 years ago) . Three areof

Arab descent— the Gidran, Schagya, andsiglavy, this last

family being however almost extinct in Mezöhegyes, though

still kept up in Radautz. The Gidrans date from the

year 1825 and the Shagyas from the year 1837. Of these

three families, the firsť named is chestnut throughout,

there being hardly an exception to this rule, the two latter

are dark grey becoming rapidly white. The original Siglavy

was living about the sametime as Gidran and Schagya, and

though his progeny were remarkable for their excellent

physical qualities, yet his reputation has descended tarnished

by his savage disposition, which has to some extent charac

terised the family which bears his name.
We then have the

Norman race of Nonnius, divided into two breeds, a large

and a smaller. This is a very favourit
e breed throughou

t
the

whole of the Austro -Hungari
an

Empire, and is interesting

in that thoughdatingback asfaras1815,inwhich year the

parent of the race was brought from the governme
nt

stud of

La Rosière in France, yet the qualitie
s
of the sire have

descend
ed unimpair

ed
or altered through so many genera

tions. No inconsid
erable

value is attached to this property,

for as they are peculiarl
y
adapted to ,in the case of the

smaller light, and the larger inedium draught, it is by no

means difficult to find a well-matched pair. The prevailing

colour is brown Nonnius died at Mezöhegy
es in the year

1838. Then wehavethe Lippizzan
er race,which dates back,

as far as Mezőhegyes is concerned , to 1807, and which ,though,

laying claim to being now a distinct race, was

Spanish origin , with a strong infusion of Arab blood (vide

description of Lippizza). Lastly, within 10 years abreed of

Norfolk horseshasbeen established by putting stallions of

that race to mares of the various breedsindigenous to the

stud. There seems to be every prospectof success attending

thislast family, to judge by theexamples already obtainedof

short-legged mares,well ribbed up,and with excellent loins

and shoulders.t

origin
ally

of

* See page 289 , “ Bábolna."

+ The mares originally forming the stud were Hungarian crossed with

Arab, but for the last 40 years the breedshave become as above described.
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Of the 667 mares mentioned above there are Nuniber of

each family .

Shagyas 69

Gidrans 67

Furioso 72

Abugress 79

Majestoso * Lippizzaners
38

Conversano * 75

Nunnius 220

Siglavi 2

Norfolk 45

I stayed two whole days at Mezöhegyes, and though more

time would be necessary to make a critical inspection of the

mares and their progeny, yet through the kindness of Col.

Horváth , who accompanied me himseif to each of the various

studs which dot the large domain , a very good general idea

could be obtained as to whether the principles on which the

breeding is carried out were adhered to , and whether the

result justified the system adopted. The sires used are as

follows : thorough -bred English, ofwhich there are at present

four, viz. : --

Palestro, by Fitz Gladiator, out of Laily Saddler.

Macbeth , by Commotion, out of Lady Hereford.

Jackson, out of Redpole, by Blair Athol.

Exact, by Saunterer, out of Catastrophe.

A horse called “ Oranien ” covered for some time as a

thorough-bred, but his claims were found to be doubtful on

the side of the dam, a Harkaway mare. He is by “ The

Little Known.”

Pure Arab, of which there are but two now

El Delemy No. 1 (bought in Cairo in 1860 for 4601.),

2 .

The remainder are of all the families named above, includ

ing Norfolk . A venerable Schagya, 21 years old, is still used

in the stud , and is very well shaped.

Besides the above-named horses now doing duty , it is as

well to mention some of those which have contributed to

make the stud . Of English thorough -breds the following

may be named :

Chestnut Amati, by

Womersley ,

Sleight of Hand.

The Hydra.

Chief Justice, by

Lawyer's Lady.

Tho rough

bred

stallions.

Arab

stallions .

- { SleighrelinHand.

* See Lippizza.

U 2
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breeding

adopted .

Chestnut Deutsche Michel, by
S Italian .

Flying Polka.

Sheet Anchor .

Grizzly Boy, by
My Mary.

Melbourne.

Bay Revolver Sally Warfort von

Defenie.

Warlike.

The Czar

2 Venture Girl..

The half-bred races are freshened by infusion , from time

to time, of the blood of the thorough-bred stock they de

scended from . In cases where it is not deemed advisable

System of to use a thorough -bred sire, one of the same family as the

mare is used, for instance, a Schagya stallion serves the pro

duce of a thorough -bred horse and a Schagya mare , or a

Furioso stallion serves the produce of a thorough -bred and

a Furioso mare, but this is by no means an absolute rule to

be followed blindly, it depending on the nature of such pro

duce, and in cases where, in the opinion of the commandant,

there be sufficient substance, bone, & c., in the produce of the

thorough -bred horse and half-bred mare to warrant his doing

so, the thorough -bred is again used. The Nonnius family

are frequently crossed with thorough-breds and give big

progeny. This is done as much to correct the very ugly

head which is an invariable characteristic of the breed, as for

any other reason .

The first of the outlying stud farms which we visited con

tained 62 half- bred mares all served by thorough -breds or

half-breds, the thorough-breds being put to the most powerful

Furiosos and among them. All these mares were either by Furioso

stallions or by the thorough -bred horse, Northstar. North

star died in 1871 at the advanced age of 27 years, much

regretted and leaving a numerous and excellent progeny.

In general these mares are of the riding -horse stamp, and

many of them are admirably adapted for hunters, and some

would make good carriage horses. That there should be very

few brood mares in the whole stud wbich would excite adverse

criticism
appears strange at first, but it is easily accounted

in breeding. for from the fact that of the fillies only those best adapted

for serving the purpose of breeding, are kept in the stud , the

remainder being sold every year by auction . From 70 to 90

are thus drafted into the stud as four-year olds, and as many

more sold at thesame age. All the colts go to the military

depôts of travelling stallions at the above age, except of

course those which for any reason are ill-adapted for stud

purposes, and such are sold at the same time as the surplus

The second stud contained 89 brood and three year

old mares of the smaller Nonnius race . All these are bred

Northstars.

Precaution

Smaller

Nonnius

family.

mares.
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for light draught purposes, and many useful very even pairs

could be selected from them . The ugly Nonnius head was

however common to all .

We next visited a shed containing160 yearling filliesof

all races, not yet sorted out. The different characteristics

of race were sufficiently shown to enable one after a little

practice to distinguish onefamily from another .

The next stud contained 82 brood mares, of which about

40 were by thorough -bred sires, out of Nonnius mares, the

sire used for the most part being Revolver. The remainder

were of the larger Nonnius breed and adapted for heavy

carriage horses and cavalry. The first named will be again put

to Nonnius stallions. This appeared necessary according to

the rules adhered to, as beforeexplained ,for though in many

instances the cross had succeeded in its object of correcting the

shape of thehead without deteriorating the bone and substance,

yet it was but too often apparentthat the head remained as ugly

as ever, and a tolerably large frame was united with a most

undesirable lightness belowthe knee. In nearly every such

case Revolver was found to be the offender, and as regards

the head, one's surprise ceased on learning thathe had as ugly

a one as his sire Melbourne, and that he invariably transmitted

it to his descendants. Of the 82, 53 were in foal out of 57

which had been covered .

The approach of dinner hour compelled us to return to Stud

Mezőhegyes, in sufficient time, however, to permit of a stroll

through the stables containing the stallions. Of the thorough

breds, " Jackson ” struck me as being a wonderfully good

type of a sire for getting weight-carrying hunters. Hewas

bred at Kladrub, out of Redpole by Blair Athol, and I after

wards heard the lament of the trainer there, Mr. Jackson, at

his having been removed (exchanged) to Mezöhegyes, he

being at that time a most promising three-year old. Of the

stallions of indigenous race the Gidran were the handsomest. Gidran.

They have lost for the most part their Arab characteristics

in the course of time, and only retain the chestnut colour of

their ancestor. The Furioso and Abugress stallions are Furioso and

useful animals with no very strong family characteristics. Abugress.

They are chiefly bays and browns. The Schagyas are all Schagya.

greys becoming rapidly white . The oldest of them mentioned

above as 21 years old , is by a Bábolna Arab , Schagya IV. out

of a Mezőhegyes Schagya mare called Samhan. He is much

disfigured by warts, but is otherwise a well-shaped animal

with broad fat legs. The Lippizza stallion is a good type of

its useful race , grey in colour. Of the two Arabs, El Delemy Arabs.

No. 1 is a very handsome animal, and was exhibited at the

Paris Exhibition in 1867 . Both these Arabs are greys.

The Nonnius stallions, all bays or browns, seemed to cor- Nonnius.

stallions.
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Norfolks.

or roan .

respond to the general characteristics of this race, good

useful light draught horses, but taking them all through they

are more useful than ornamental, though some pairs of hand

some carriages horses with good action might be selected

from among them.* The Norfolk stallions seemed to be

excellent animals. This blood is highly prized, both in

Austria and France. Their chief characteristics are cobbiness

of shape and excellent action. Prevailing colour, iron grey

We inspected besides the stallions a stable con

taining 69 three-year old mares of all races which are at

present being trained to the saddle.

In the afternoon we inspected a stud containing 57 half

bred Arab mares , all in foal, and for the most part to pure

Arab stallions. All were greys .
At the back of the same

building were 74 Gidran mares, nearly all in foal.

On the following morning we commenced with a stud of

139 two-year-old mares of all races not yet sorted out. We

then proceeded to inspect a series of 15 paddocks of about

an eighth of an acre each. In each is a large roomy loose

box. Their object is to confine young stallions, chiefly two

year olds, which have lost condition . It is generally the

bigger colts out of each family that require this care to

enable them to put on flesh after having knocked about a

little too freely among their companions. We next inspected

a lot of 161 yearling colts of all races , and then one of 159

colts of thisyear's foaling, also of all breeds. The next lot

was a mixed one of 153 fillies, not long since weaned . In

the afternoon we drove out to a stud farnı, where the smaller

English half-breds of the Abugress family are kept. Abu

gress was an Arab, and the original family were Anglo - Arabs,

but they have been bred back to the English race, and have

lost nearly all their Arab characteristics . There were 73

brood mares in foal to half -bred English stallions, Furiosos

and Northstars. They are a good useful lot for riding or

driving, and my attention was called to many well sbaped

animals of the hunter type, by my kind conductor. The

last stud to be visited contained 83 brood mares, 45 of

which were of Norfolk race bred in Mezöhegyes, by “ Pride

of England," “ Nordstern , ” & c. I could not find out how

the latter came by his German name, but his progeny were

most excellent. This breed is greatly valued for their

trotting, and general sturdiness , and they seemed to be all

that could possibly be desired. The remainder were Nonnius

mares of the larger breed. These latter are made to earn their

livelihood by work, as well as bringing foals. Some magni

ficent van horses might have been chosen from among them .

Norfolks.

* And here be it observed that they are often rather wanting in thigh.
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All the sheds in which the outlying studs are housed are

closed on three sides, the southern one being entirely open Value of

and communicating with a large yard. Plenty of bedding fresh air

is laid down, and the mares and foals wander about at liberty

in the stud or yard, being tied up only at feed time. The

veterinary surgeons maintain that their charges never suffer

in the smallest degree through the sheds being open in

winter, and that on the contrary there are far fewer cases of

eye disease now than was formerly the case when the sheds

were closed altogether. All the mares and foals are uncom

monly tame, indeed of so sociable a disposition as to interfere

seriously with the business of inspecting them . Immediately

on entering the shed or yard they invariably crowded round

us, nibbling our coats or trying to poketheir muzzles into our

pockets -- highly suggestive of cupboard love.
Kinder Treatment.

treatment it is impossible to imagine than that which they

received at the hands of their keepers, and they consequently

do not know what fear is at the presence of man . Every

fourth or sixth week their hoofs are pared (they are none of

them shod ), and about every three weeks the lower layer

of bedding is changed , and the rest well shaken up.
There

was never so much as a suspicion of a bad odour in shed or

stable . It stands to reason that they are not groomed, the

few men told off to each stud farm being unequal to the

task even if it were desirable, which it is not , the dirt being

merely superficially knocked off with a whisp of straw . That

great interest must be taken in the stud by the commandant

and all his officers is an absolute necessity, and it would be

impossible to breed successfully so many families without the

most careful study of the qualities of both the mares and stal

lions, not to mention the experience necessary to enable a fair

guess to be made as to the result of any particular attempt

at crossing. Colonel Horváth's experience is perhaps as great

as that of any man in Austria, and his enthusiastic interest

in his duties is patent to the most casual observer. “ Ist

das nicht ein Jagdpferd wie es im Buch steht ? ” “ Is that

not the picture of a hunter ? ” he would frequently remark,

and no one could gainsay him , and the frequency with which

this high praise was accorded, proved how well he had

known to pair the different elements to produce such a suc

cessful result .

The inspection of the actual stud of Mezöhegyes was New studto

finished , but a treat awaited me on my return to the be formed in

head -quarters of the stud, viz. , a visit to the broud mares vanin .

and stallions destined to proceed in the summer of the

year 1874 to Transylvania to form a new stud at Fogaras.

This nucleus consists of 75 mares and 4 stallions. The mares

are chiefly Lippizzaners of the Conversano family bred at
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Lippizza

Stallions.

Mezöhegyes, but there are also Majestosos of the same

breed, and a fair proportion of Schagyas. All of them are

selected for compactness, the smaller ones being preferred.

The stallions are all Lippizzaners, and represent the chief

families of that excellent breed- Conversano, Majestoso,

Favory and Pluto. The best of them is the first named,

standing about 14 hands 2 inches, black in colour, a little

wonder for compactness of shape and shortness of leg, and

having one of the most beautiful and intelligent heads it is

possible to imagine, great breadth of forehead fining down

to a small muzzle, and a large soft eye. His disposition

corresponds in every way, and he is most gentle on all

occasions. Among so many favourites he holds the first

place in the affections of all the men . The fact of his

having such a rarely beautiful head is the more remarkable

that as a rule the Lippizza heads are by no means things of

beauty, the Spanish origin showing often very unmistakably

in this particular. The other three are fair representatives

of their race, and will, it is thought, serve very well the

purpose intended in the formation of a breed of small active

horses suitable to that mountainous country. I may here

mention that in a conversation with one of the gentlemen in

the Ministry of Commerce ( Handels Ministerium ) at Pesth,

I was informed that 11,360 acres of land were taken up by

government for the stud at Fogaras, which is on the borders of

the Wallachian frontier, and that all is now ready for the re

ception of the horses , though the time of year is unfavourable

for the journey, the climate being very rigorous. Themove

will be made in 1874 in the month of June. It is the inten

tion of the Hungarian Government to buy up as many mares

and young colts as they can of the Szekler race of horses.

It is only to be found in 10 or 12 parishes ( Gemeinden), and

to put themto the stud . It is a remarkablywiryrace,and

though small, being hardly 14 hands high, and weedy to look

at, has great soundness of constitution and endurance. My

informant assured me that on a recent visit to Transylvania

he had performed a journey of 72 English miles in 18 hours

with a pair of most unpromising looking weedsof this breed.

The object in buying young colts just weaned instead of full

grown animals is to start from the commencementwith the

best material, great improvement being hoped for from the

mere fact of their being properly fed in their early youth,

and every chance of developingasfar aspossible being

afforded them . The experiment is very praiseworthy,

and will carry the good wishes of all lovers of horses.

Szekler

breed .


